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Abstract. In §1 we study the p-groups G containing exactly p + 1
subgroups of order pp and exponent p. A number of counting theorems and
results on subgroups of maximal class and p-groups with few subgroups of
given type are also proved. Counting theorems play crucial role in the
whole paper.
This paper is a continuation of [Ber1, Ber3, Ber4, BJ2]. We use the same
notation, however, for the sake of convenience, we recall it in the following
paragraph.
In what follows, p is a prime, n, m, k, s, t are natural numbers, G is a finite
p-group of order |G|, o(x) is the order of x ∈ G, Ωn(G) = 〈x ∈ G | o(x) ≤ p
n〉,
Ω∗n(G) = 〈x ∈ G | o(x) = p
n〉 and ℧n(G) = 〈xp
n
| x ∈ G〉. A p-group G is
said to be absolutely regular if |G/℧1(G)| < pp. Let ep(G) be the number of
subgroups of order pp and exponent p in G and cn(G) the number of cyclic
subgroups of order pn in G. A p-group G of order pm is said to be of maximal
class if m > 2 and cl(G) = m − 1. As usually, G′, Φ(G), Z(G) denote the
derived subgroup, Frattini subgroup and center of G, respectively. Let Γi =
{H < G | Φ(G) ≤ H, |G : H | = pi} so that Γ1 is the set of maximal subgroups
of G. If H < G, then Γ1(H) is the set of maximal subgroups of H . Let Kn(G)
be the n-th member of the lower central series of G. If M ⊆ G, then CG(M)
(NG(M)) is the centralizer (normalizer) of M in G. Next, Kn(G) and Zn(G) is
the nth member of the lower and upper central series of G, respectively. Given
n > 2 and n > 3 for p = 2, let Mpn = 〈a, b | ap
n−1
= bp = 1, ab = a1+p
n−2
〉.
Let D2m , Q2m and SD2m be dihedral, generalized quaternion and semidihedral
groups of order 2m, and let Cpn , Epn be cyclic and elementary abelian groups
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of order pn. We write η(G)/K3(G) = Z(G/K3(G)); clearly, G
′ ≤ η(G). Let
Hp(G) = 〈x ∈ G | o(x) > p〉 be the Hp-subgroup of G. Let µn(G) be the
number of subgroups of maximal class and order pn in G.
In Lemma J we gathered some known results which are due to P. Hall, N.
Blackburn and the author (proofs all of them are presented in [Ber1-4, Bla1-2,
Hal1-2]).
Lemma J. Let G be a nonabelian p-group of order pm.
(a) (Blackburn) If G has no normal subgroup of order pp and exponent p,
it is either absolutely regular or of maximal class.
(b) (Berkovich, Blackburn, independently) If G is neither absolutely regu-
lar nor of maximal class, then c1(G) ≡ 1 + p + · · · + pp−1 (mod pp),
cn(G) ≡ 0 (mod pp−1) (n > 1) and ep(G) ≡ 1 (mod p).
(c) (Berkovich) If B ≤ G is nonabelian of order p3 and CG(B) < B, then
G is of maximal class.
(d) (i) (Berkovich) If H < G and NG(H) is of maximal class, then G
is also of maximal class.
(ii) (Blackburn) Let G be of maximal class. Then, for i ∈
{2, . . . , m}, G has exactly one normal subgroup of index pi. If,
in addition, m ≥ p+1, then G is irregular and |G/℧1(G)| = pp.
(e) (i) If G is irregular of maximal class and H < G is of order pp and
exponent p, then H is a maximal regular subgroup of G, NG(H)
is of maximal class and Ω1(Φ(G)) < H.
(ii) [Ber3, Theorem 10.1] If R be a maximal regular subgroup of
order pp of an irregular p-group G, then G is of maximal class.
(f) If G is of maximal class, M ⊳ G and |G : M | > p, then M ≤ Φ(G)
is absolutely regular and |Z(M)| > p, unless |M | ≤ p. If p > 2 and
m > 3, then G has no normal cyclic subgroup of order p2.
(g) (Berkovich) If H < G is of order ≤ pp−1 and exponent p and G is nei-
ther absolutely regular nor of maximal class, then the number of sub-
groups of order p|H | and exponent p between H and G is ≡ 1 (mod p).
(h) (Blackburn) Let G be irregular of maximal class; then m > p. If G
has a normal subgroup of order pp and exponent p, then m = p + 1.
If m = p + 2, then all maximal subgroups of G have exponent p2. If
m > p+1, then exactly p maximal subgroups of G are of maximal class
and one maximal subgroup, which we denote by G1 (the fundamental
subgroup of G), is absolutely regular. If n > 2, then cn(G) = cn(G1).
(i) [Ber1, Theorem 7.4] Let H be a subgroup of maximal class and index p
in G. If d(G) = 2, then G is also of maximal class. Now let d(G) = 3
and m > p + 1. Then G/Kp(G) is of order p
p+1 and exponent p
and exactly p + 1 members, say T1, . . . , Tp+1 of the set Γ1, are neither
absolutely regular nor of maximal class and exactly p2 members of the
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set Γ1 are irregular of maximal class. We have |G :
⋂p+1
i=1 Ti| = p
2 and
|Ti/T ′i | > p
2 for i = 1, . . . , p + 1.
(j) (Berkovich, Blackburn, independently) If m > p + 1, then an irregular
group G is of maximal class if and only if c1(G) ≡ 1 + p + · · · + pp−2
(mod pp).
(k) (Hall) If G is regular of exponent ≥ pn, then
exp(Ωn(G)) = p




If cl(G) < p or exp(G) = p, then G is regular.
(l) (Berkovich) If G has an absolutely regular maximal subgroup A and
irregular subgroup M of maximal class, then G is also of maximal
class.
(m) (Burnside, 1897) Let a nonabelian p-group G contain a cyclic subgroup
of index p. Then G is either Mpn or a 2-group of maximal class.
(n) (Blackburn) Let G be neither absolutely regular nor of maximal class. If
H ∈ Γ1 is absolutely regular, then G = HΩ1(G), where |Ω1(G)| = pp.
(o) (Suzuki) If A < G is of order p2 and CG(A) = A, then G is of maximal
class.
(p) [Ber1, Theorem 5.2] If p > 2, G is of maximal class and H < G is
such that d(H) > p − 1, then G ∼= Σp2 , a Sylow p-subgroup of the
symmetric group of degree p2.
(q) (Hall) If G is irregular, then G′ contains a characteristic subgroup of
order ≥ pp−1 and exponent p.
(r) (Huppert) If p > 2 and |G/℧1(G)| ≤ p2, then G is metacyclic.
(s) [Ber1, Lemma 2.1] Suppose that |Ω2(G)| = p3. Then G is one of the
following groups:
(i) abelian of type (pm−1, p),
(ii) Mpm ,
(iii) p = 2 and G = 〈a, b | a2
m−2
= 1, b4 = a2
m−3
, ab = a−1〉.






= 1, ab = a1+p
u−1





= 1, c = [a, b], [a, c] = [b, c] = 1(u + v + 1 = m),
(iii) G ∼= Q8.
It follows from Lemma J(f) the following easy but important fact. If G
is a p-group of maximal class, M ∈ Γ1 is of maximal class and order > p3
and M1 is the fundamental subgroup of M , then M ∩ G1 = M1. Indeed,
M1 is characteristic in M so normal in G. Since |G : M1| = p2, we get
M1 = Φ(G) < G1.
The paper is self contained modulo Lemma J and few results from [Ber1–
Ber4].
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1. p-groups with exactly p + 1 subgroups of order pp and
exponent p
In view of Lemma J(b), it is natural to investigate the p-groups G satis-
fying ep(G) = 1 + kp for k = 0 and 1. The case k = 0 has been treated only
for p = 2 in the fundamental paper [Jan1]. In Theorems 1.1–1.3 we analyze
the structure of p-groups G satisfying ep(G) = p + 1. Below we consider the
p-groups G satisfying ep(G) < p + 1.
Case 1. Let ep(G) = 0. Then G has no subgroup of order p
p and exponent
p so G is either absolutely regular or of maximal class (Lemma J(a)); in that
case, |Ω1(G)| < pp.
Case 2. Let ep(G) = 1. Then |Ω1(G)| = pp. Indeed, let H be the unique
subgroup of G of order pp and exponent p and D < H be G-invariant of index
p in H . Assume that there is x ∈ G − H of order p. Then U = 〈x, D〉 is of
order pp and exponent p (Lemma J(k)) and U 6= H , a contradiction.
Case 3. Let 1 < ep(G) ≤ p. Then, by Lemma J(b), G is of maximal
class since it is not regular, by Lemma J(k). If, in addition, ep(G) < p, then
G has a normal subgroup of order pp and exponent p so |G| = pp+1 (Lemma
J(f)). Now let ep(G) = p, m > p + 1 and let H < G be a subgroup of order
pp and exponent p. Since H is not normal in G (Lemma J(e,h)), we get
|G : NG(H)| = p. Then NG(H) is of maximal class and order pp+1 (Lemma
J(e)(i)) so m = p+2. (Note that e2(SD24) = 2.) Clearly, ep(NG(H)) = ep(G).
Remark 1.1. Suppose that a p-group G is not of maximal class. We
claim that if |Ω1(G)| = pp+1, then exp(Ω1(G)) = p. Assume that this is false.
Then Ω1(G) is of maximal class so it has exactly p + 1 maximal subgroups.
Obviously, all ep(G) subgroups of order p
p and exponent p are maximal sub-
groups of Ω1(G). However, by hypothesis, ep(G) > 1 so ep(G) ≥ p+1 (Lemma
J(b)); then exp(Ω1(G)) = p, contrary to Lemma J(h).
Remark 1.2. We claim that if G is a p-group with 1 < ep(G) < p
2+p+1,
then intersection of all its subgroups of order pp and exponent p has order
pp−1. Indeed, let R⊳G be of order pp−1 and exponent p (R exists, by Lemma
J(a)) and let S < G be of order pp and exponent p such that R 6≤ S. Set
H = RS; then |H | ≥ pp+1. Assume that |H | = pp+1. Then d(H) ≥ 3,
cl(H) < p and exp(H) = p so all ≥ p2 + p + 1 maximal subgroups of order
H have order pp and exponent p, contrary to the hypothesis. Now we let
|H | > pp+1. Set D = R ∩ S; then |S/D| = pn ≥ p3. Let U1/D, . . . , Uk/D
be all subgroups of order p in S/D, k = 1 + p + · · · + pn−1 ≥ p2 + p + 1.
Set Si = RUi, i = 1, . . . , k. Then S1, . . . , Sk are pairwise distinct and have
order pp and exponent p, contrary to the hypothesis since ep(G) < p
2 + p+1.
Thus, R is contained in all subgroups of G of order pp and exponent p. In
particular, R is the unique normal subgroup of order pp−1 in G.
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Remark 1.3. Let G be a p-group of order > pp+1 with ep(G) = 1. Then
R = Ω1(G) is the unique subgroup of G of order p
p and exponent p (see Case
2). Then one of the following holds: (a) R ≤ Φ(G), (b) all members of the
set Γ1 not containing R, are absolutely regular, (c) all p
2 members of the set
Γ1 not containing R, are of maximal class. Indeed, the group G is not of
maximal class since |G| > pp+1 (Lemma J(f)). Assume that R 6≤ Φ(G). Let
R 6≤ M ∈ Γ1; then Ω1(M) = R∩M is of order pp−1 so M is either absolutely
regular or of maximal class (Lemma J(a)). Assume that M is of maximal
class and let R 6≤ K ∈ Γ1. By Lemma J(l), K is not absolutely regular. Thus,
all members of the set Γ1 not containing R, are of maximal class, and the
number of such members equals p2 (Lemma J(i)). This argument also shows
that if M is absolutely regular, then the set Γ1 has no members of maximal
class. This supplements Lemma J(n).
Remark 1.4. Suppose that G is a p-group and R ≤ G is of order pp and
exponent p. We claim that then Ω1(G) is generated by subgroups of order p
p
and exponent p. Indeed, it follows from Lemma J(g,i) that G has a normal
subgroup D of order pp−1 and exponent p. If x ∈ G − D is of order p, then
U = 〈x, D〉 is of order pp so it is regular. Since |U | = pp and Ω1(U) = U , we
get exp(U) = p (Lemma J(k)), and our claim follows.
Theorem 1.5. Let G be a p-group of order > pp+3 with ep(G) = p + 1,
and let R1, . . . , Rp+1 be all its subgroups of order p
p and exponent p. Set
H = Ω1(G). Then one of the following holds:
(a) H is of order pp+1 and exponent p and d(H) = 2.
(b) |H | = pp+2, exp(H) = p2, d(H) = 3, ∩p+1i=1 Ri = Φ(H). One may
assume that R = R1 ⊳ G. Then
(b1) Γ1(H) = {M1, . . . , Mp2 , T1, . . . , Tp+1}, where M1, . . . , Mp2 are
of maximal class, T1, . . . , Tp+1 are regular with |Ω1(Ti)| = pp.
Exactly one of subgroups Ti, say T1, is normal in G.
(b2) H 6≤ Φ(G).
(b3) If H 6≤ M ∈ Γ1, then ep(M) = 1. In particular, M is not of
maximal class.
In what follows we assume that R = R1 is the unique normal
subgroup of order pp and exponent p in G. Set N = NG(R2);
then |G : N | = p so N ∈ Γ1.
(b4) R < T1∩Φ(G) so, if M ∈ Γ1 does not contain H, then Ω1(M) =
R.
(b5) RR2, . . . , RRp+1 are distinct conjugate subgroups of maximal
class and order pp+1 with ep(RRi) = 2 for i = 2, . . . , p + 1.
(b6) T2, . . . , Tp+1 are conjugate in G. One can choose numbering so
that Ω1(Ti) = Ri for i = 2, . . . , p + 1.
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(b7) Let K ∈ Γ1(H) be of maximal class. Assume that K < L < G
but H 6≤ L 6≤ N . Then L is of maximal class and order pp+2
and ep(L) = ep(K) ∈ {0, p}.
(b8) If K ∈ Γ1(H) is of maximal class and 0 < ep(K) < p, then K
is not normal in G.
(b9) Suppose that there is K ∈ Γ1(H) with ep(K) = p. Then K ⊳ G
is of maximal class. In that case, H contains exactly p − 1
maximal subgroups L such that ep(L) = 0, and all these L are
G-invariant. Exactly p2−p members of the set Γ1(H) of maximal
class are not normal in G and their normalizers are all equal to
N .
Proof. Since the set {Ri}
p+1
1 of cardinality p+1 is G-invariant, one may
assume that R = R1⊳G. Then, by Lemma J(h), G is not of maximal class. By
Remark 1.2, D =
⋂p+1
i=1 Ri, where D is the unique normal subgroup of order
pp−1 and exponent p in G. If G has a subgroup of order pp+1 and exponent
p, then that subgroup contains all Ri so coincides with Ω1(G) (Remark 1.4),
and G is as stated in part (a). Next we assume that G has no subgroup of
order pp+1 and exponent p.
Set N = NG(R2). Then, since R2 has at most p conjugates, we get
|G : N | ≤ p so N is normal in G. In any case, all Ri < N . Indeed, R < N
since |RR2| = pp+1 so R normalizes R2. Our claim is obvious if R2 ⊳ G since
then all Ri ⊳ G. If R2 is not normal in G, then R2, . . . , Rp+1 are conjugate
in G, and again Ri < N for i > 1 since N ⊳ G. Since NG(Ri) = N for all
i > 1, RsRt < G and RsRt is of maximal class and order p
p+1 for s 6= t,
1 ≤ s, t ≤ p + 1 (indeed, Rs ∩ Rt = D, by the previous paragraph). By
Lemma J(n), the set Γ1 has no absolutely regular member.
Since G has no subgroup of order pp+1 and exponent p, then exp(Ω1(G)) >
p and |Ω1(G)| > |
⋃p+1
i=1 Ri| = p
p+1. One may assume that R3 6≤ RR2. Set
H = RR2R3; then |H | = pp+2 since R3 ∩RR2 = D, and so H/D ∼= Ep3 ; then
exp(H) = p2 (see the first paragraph) and d(H) = 3 since d(RR2) = 2. By
Lemma J(b), ep(H) ≡ 1 (mod p) so ep(H) = p+1 since ep(H) > 1. It follows
that H = Ω1(G) (Remark 1.4). Thus, |Ω1(G)| = |H | = pp+2.
By Lemma J(f), H is not of maximal class, therefore Γ1(H) is such as
given in (b1) (Lemma J(i)). Let Γ1(H) = {U1, . . . , Up2 , T1, . . . , Tp+1}, all Ui’s
are of maximal class and all Ti’s are regular. One may assume that T1 ⊳ G.
Assume that H ≤ Φ(G). In that case, |R ∩ Z(Φ(G))| > p (indeed, every
G-invariant subgroup of R of order p2 is contained in Z(Φ(G))). Then R ∩
Z(Φ(G)) ≤ Z(RR2), a contradiction since RR2 is of maximal class. Thus,
H 6≤ Φ(G), proving (b2).
Suppose that H 6≤ M ∈ Γ1. As we have noticed, M is not absolutely
regular. Since ep(M) < ep(H) = p + 1, it follows that ep(M) ≤ p so either
|Ω1(M)| = pp or M is of maximal class (Lemma J(b)). Assume that M is of
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maximal class. Since |M | > pp+2, M has no normal subgroup of order pp and
exponent p. Write F = M ∩ H ⊳ M ; then |F | = pp+1. Assume that F = Ti
for some i. Since Ti is not absolutely regular, Ω1(Ti) ⊳ G is of order p
p and
exponent p, a contradiction. If F = Uj , then |M : F | = p (Lemma J(f)) so
|M | = pp+2, contrary to the hypothesis. Thus, M is not of maximal class so
|Ω1(M)| = pp. As by product, we established that if R is the unique normal
subgroup of G of order pp and exponent p, then R ≤ Φ(G).
In what follows we assume that R2 is not normal in G; then R is the
unique normal subgroup of G of order pp and exponent p and R2, . . . , Rp+1
are conjugate in G. By the previous paragraph, R ≤ Φ(G) and |G : N | = p.
Next, R2, . . . , Rp+1 6≤ Φ(G).
Since d(RR2) = 2 and exp(RR2) > p, not all conjugates of R2 are con-
tained in RR2 so RR2 is not normal in G. Then NG(RR2) = N = NG(R2) and
RR2, . . . , RRp+1 is a class of p conjugate subgroups of G. Since RRi∩RRj =
R for i, j > 1 and i 6= j, we get ep(RRi) = 2 for all i > 1 since ep(G) = p + 1,
and the proof of (b5) is complete.
Since G has no subgroup of order pp+1 and exponent p, we get exp(Ti) =
p2. By Lemma J(n) applied to H , Ti is not absolutely regular so Ω1(Ti) is
of order pp and exponent p. By assumption, T1 ⊳ G so Ω1(T1) = R. Since
H/R ∼= Ep2 , R is contained in exactly p+1 maximal subgroups of H , namely,
in T1, RR2, . . . , RRp+1. Therefore, if i > 1, then Ti is not normal in G since
R 6= Ω1(Ti). Without loss of generality, one may assume that Ω1(Ti) = Ri
for all i (indeed, if Rj < Ti for j 6= i, then regular subgroup T = RiRj is of
exponent p).
Let H 6≤ M ∈ Γ1. Then, by the above, Ω1(M) = R so Ω1(Φ(G)) = R.
Since H∩M ⊳G and maximal in H , it follows that H∩M = T1 since T1 is the
unique G-invariant member X of the set Γ1(H) such that Ω1(X) = R. Thus,
T1 is contained in all members of the set Γ1 so T1 ≤ Φ(G), and the proof of
(b4) is complete.
Let K ∈ Γ1(H) be of maximal class. Assume that K < L < G but
H 6≤ L. Then L ∩ H = K ⊳ L so ep(L) = ep(K) = s ≤ p. If s > 1, then L is
of maximal class (Lemma J(b)) so |L| = pp+2 (Lemma J(f)) and R 6≤ L. Now
let s = 1 and R 6≤ K. In that case, ep(L) = 1 so L ≤ NG(Ω1(K)) = N since
Ω1(K) 6= R, and this completes the proof of (b7).
Let K ∈ Γ1(H) be of maximal class and 1 ≤ ep(K) < p. Then K is not
normal in G. This is clear if R < K, by (b5). If R 6≤ K and K ⊳ G, then all
subgroups of order pp and exponent p in K are normal in G, a contradiction
since R is the unique G-invariant subgroup of order pp and exponent p. This
proves (b8).
Assume that K ∈ Γ1(H) and ep(K) = p. Then R 6≤ K (see (b5)) and
RiRj = K for distinct i, j > 1. If i > 1, then Ri is contained in exactly p− 1
maximal subgroups of H distinct of K and Ti (all these p−1 subgroups are of
maximal class). Therefore, the set Γ1(H) contains exactly p(p − 1) pairwise
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distinct members M of maximal class different of K and such that ep(M) > 0.
All remaining p−1 members L of maximal class of the set Γ1(H)−{K} satisfy
ep(L) = 0, and all these L are G-invariant. Indeed, since {R2, . . . , Rp+1} is
the class of conjugate in G subgroups, it follows that K = R2 . . . Rp+1 ⊳ G.
Next, all above mentioned p(p − 1) members of the set Γ1(H), by (b5), are
not normal in G (otherwise, R2, . . . , Rp+1 are normal in G). It follows that
p − 1 subgroups L ∈ Γ1(H) with ep(L) = 0 are G-invariant, completing the
proof of (b9).
Let G be a group of Theorem 1.5(b). Taking into account that D =⋂p+1
i=1 Ri is of order p
p−1, we get
c1(G) = c1(D) +
p+1∑
i=1
(c1(Ri) − c1(D)) = 1 + p + · · · + p
p−2 + (p + 1)pp−1
= 1 + p + · · · + pp.(1.1)
Therefore, the following result is of some interest.
Theorem 1.6. Let G be a p-group with exp(Ω1(G)) > p. Then the fol-
lowing conditions are equivalent:
(a) ep(G) = p + 1.
(b) c1(G) = 1 + p + · · · + pp.
By (1.1), (a) ⇒ (b). The reverse implication is a consequence of the
following
Lemma 1.7. Let G be a p-group, exp(G) > p, Ω1(G) = G and c1(G) =
1 + p + · · · + pp. Then
(a) G is irregular of order pp+2; all members of the set Γ1 have exponent
p2.
(b) d(G) = 3, Φ(G) = G′ is of order pp−1 and exponent p.
(c) G/℧1(G) is of order p
p+1 so ℧1(G) = Kp(G) is of order p.
(d) c2(G) = p
p.
(e) Γ1 = {M1, . . . , Mp2 , T1, . . . , Tp+1}, where M1, . . . , Mp2 are of maximal
class, T1, . . . , Tp+1 are regular of exponent p
2 and η(G) =
⋂p+1
i=1 Ti has
exponent p2 and index p2 in G.
(f) ep(G) = p + 1, all subgroups of order p
p and exponent p contain Φ(G)
so these subgroups are normal in G.
(g) Exactly p2 subgroups of G of order pp, containing Φ(G), have exponent
p2.
(h) Let L ∈ Γ2. If L 6= η(G), then exactly p members of the set Γ1,
containing L, are of maximal class.
Proof. We have |G| > |{x ∈ G | o(x) ≤ p}| = 1 + (p − 1)c1(G) = pp+1
since exp(G) > p. By Lemma J(k), G is irregular. By Lemma J(j), G is not
of maximal class so there is R ⊳ G of order pp and exponent p (Lemma J(a)).
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(a) Set σ(G) = [p−p ·c1(G)], where [x] is the integer part of a real number
x; then σ(G) = 1. By [BJ2, Theorem 2.1], |G| ≤ pp+1+σ(G) = pp+2 whence
|G| = pp+2. It follows from Ω1(G) = G that G/R ∼= Ep2 so exp(G) = p
2 and
exp(H) = p2 for all H ∈ Γ1 since c1(G) > c1(H).
(b) If x ∈ G − R is of order p and M = 〈x, R〉, then exp(M) > p, by the
previous two paragraphs, so M ∈ Γ1 is of maximal class (Lemma J(k)); then
d(G) = 3, by Lemma J(i), and we conclude that Φ(G) = G′ = Φ(M) = M ′
has exponent p.
(c) follows from Lemma J(i).
(d) By (a), c2(G) =
|G|−(p−1)c1(G)−1
ϕ(p2) = p
p (here ϕ(∗) is Euler’s totient
function).
(e) The first assertion follows from Lemma J(i). Assume that exp(η(G)) =
p. If x ∈ G − η(G) is of order p, then cl(〈x, η(G)〉) < p so the subgroup
〈x, η(G)〉 ∈ Γ1 is regular of order pp+1 and exponent p (Lemma J(k)), contrary
to (a).
(f) Assume that S is a nonnormal subgroup of order pp and exponent p in
G; then Φ(G) = G′ 6≤ S so H = SΦ(G) ∈ Γ1. We have Ω1(H) = H and, by
(a), exp(H) = p2 so H is irregular, i.e., H is of maximal class (Lemma J(k));
in that case, as we have proved, Φ(G) = Φ(H). Then, since S ∈ Γ1(H), we
get Φ(G) = Φ(H) < S, contrary to the assumption. Thus, all subgroups of
order pp and exponent p are normal in G(= Ω1(G)) so contain G
′ = Φ(G). If
ep(G) = t, then
1 + p + · · · + pp−2 + (p + 1)pp−1 = c1(G) = c1(Φ(G)) + tp
p−1
= 1 + p + · · · + pp−2 + tpp−1
so t = p + 1.
(g) follows from (a), (b) and (f).
(h) By (e), the intersection of two distinct regular members of the set
Γ1 coincides with η(G). Let L 6= η(G) be a normal subgroup of index p2 in
G; then L is contained in at most one regular maximal subgroup of G and
G/L ∼= Ep2 since G = Ω1(G). Let D be a G-invariant subgroup of index p
2 in
L. Set C = CG(L/D); then |G : C| ≤ p. Let L < H ≤ C, where H ∈ Γ1; then
H is regular since H/D is abelian of order p3 (Lemma J(k)). It follows that
L is contained in exactly one regular member of the set Γ1 so it contained in
exactly p irregular members of that set.
Let G = D ∗C, where D is of maximal class and order pp+1, C is cyclic of
order p2 and D∩C = Z(D); then ep(G) = p + 1. Indeed, by [Ber2, Appendix
16, Exercise A], we have c1(G) = 1+ p + · · ·+ pp so Ω1(G) = G, and then, by
Lemma 1.7, ep(G) = p + 1.
Proof of Theorem 1.6. It remains to show that (b) ⇒ (a). Let H =
Ω1(G); then exp(H) > p, by hypothesis. As in the proof of Lemma 1.7(a),
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we get |H | ≤ pp+2. By Remark 1.1, however, |H | > pp+1. Thus, |H | = pp+2.
Next, H has no maximal subgroup which has exponent p (indeed, if F is
such a subgroup, then c1(G) > c1(F ) = 1 + p + · · · + pp). In that case, by
Lemma 1.7, applied to H , we get ep(H) = p + 1. But ep(G) = ep(H).
2. p-groups G with small |Ωi(G)| (i = 1, 2)
We begin with the following remark which deals with a partial case of
Proposition 2.2.
Remark 2.1. Let G be a p-group of exponent > p such that |Ω2(G)| =
pp+2, Ω1(G) = F < H = Ω2(G), ep(G) > p + 1. Then d(F ) > 2 so F is
of order pp+1 and exponent p, and we conclude that G is not of maximal
class [Bla]. Then H/F = Ω1(G/F ) is of order p so G/F is either cyclic or
generalized quaternion.
The p-groups G satisfying |Ω2(G)| = pp+1 are classified in [Ber1, Lemma
2.1]. Now we consider the p-groups G, p > 2, satisfying |Ω2(G)| = pp+2. (The
2-groups G satisfying |Ω2(G)| = 24, are classified in [Jan3].)
Proposition 2.2. Let G be a p-group, p > 2, |G| > pp+2 = |Ω2(G)|.
Then
(a) G has a normal subgroup E ∼= Ep3 .
(b) G/E is either absolutely regular or irregular of maximal class.
(c) Let G/E be irregular of maximal class. Then p = 3, Ω1(G/E) ∼= E32
and E is the unique normal subgroup ∼= E33 in G. Next, E is a maximal
normal subgroup of exponent 3 in G.
(d) If M ⊳ G is of order pp+1 and exponent p, then G/M is cyclic.
(e) If p > 3, then G/E is absolutely regular.
(f) If p = 3 and G/E is irregular of order ≥ 35, then E ≤ Z(Ω2(G)) so
cl(Ω2(G)) ≤ 2 and E = Ω1(G). Next, E < Φ(G).
Proof. (a) In view of Ω2(G) < G, G is not of maximal class; then
Ω2(G) is not of maximal class as well [Ber1, Remark 7.8]. It follows from
p + 2 ≥ 3 + 2 = 5 that G has a normal subgroup E ∼= Ep3 , by Blackburn’s
Theorem (see [Ber3, Theorem 6.1]).
(b) By hypothesis, |Ω1(G/E)| < pp, so G/E is either absolutely regular
or irregular of maximal class (Lemma J(a)).
(c,e) Suppose that G/E is irregular of maximal class; then |G/E| ≥ pp+1
(Lemma J(k)). Assume that E < U ⊳G, where U is of order p4 and exponent p
(Lemma J(g)). Then |Ω1(G/U)| < pp−1 so G/U is absolutely regular (Lemma
J(a,q)) and |G/U | ≥ pp, contrary to Lemma J(d). Thus, E is a maximal
normal subgroup of G of exponent p. It follows from Lemma J(a) that p = 3.
Assume that E1 is another normal elementary abelian subgroup of G of order
33. Then cl(EE1) ≤ 2, by Fitting’s Lemma so exp(EE1) = 3 (Lemma J(k)),
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contrary to what has just been proved. The proof of (c) is complete. Now,
(b) and (c) imply (e).
(d) follows since Ω1(G/M) = Ω2(G)/M is of order p.
(f) Let L/E be the fundamental subgroup of G/E; then L/E is metacyclic
but has no cyclic subgroup of index 3 [Ber2, Theorem 9.6] so Ω1(L/E) =
Ω2(G)/E ∼= E32 . In that case, L/CL(E) is isomorphic to a subgroup of E32
since a Sylow 3-subgroup of Aut(E) is nonabelian of order 33 and exponent
3, and we conclude that Ω2(G) ≤ CL(E). Then cl(Ω2(G)) ≤ 2 so Ω1(G) =
Ω1(Ω2(G)) = E, by (c).
Assume that E 6≤ Φ(G). Then G = EM for some M ∈ Γ1. In that case,
M has no G-invariant subgroup ∼= E33 so, by [Ber4, Theorem 6], M has no
normal subgroup ∼= E33 . Then, M is of maximal class since M/(M ∩ E) ∼=
G/E is irregular. In that case, by [Ber1, Remark 7.8], M = Ω2(M) ≤ Ω2(G),
a contradiction, since |M | = 32|G/E| ≥ 37 > 35 = |Ω2(G)|.
Proposition 2.3. Let G be a p-group, p > 2. Suppose that |Ω1(Z(G))| =
pn. Let Ek be the set of elementary abelian subgroups of order pk in G. Then
(a) If k ≤ n, then |Ek| ≡ 1 (mod p).
(b) If Ω1(Z(G)) < Ω1(G), then |En+1| ≡ 1 (mod p).
Proof. One may assume in (a) that Ω1(Z(G)) < Ω1(G); then every
maximal elementary abelian subgroup U of G has order at least pn+1. Suppose
that we have proved that |Ek−1| ≡ 1 (mod p). Write
Ek−1 = {A1, . . . , Ar}, Ek = {B1, . . . , Bs}, V = Ω1(Z(G)).
If Ai ≤ V , then, taking x ∈ Ω1(G) − V , we see that Ai < 〈x, Ai〉 ∈ Ek. If
Ai 6≤ V , then Ai < Bj ∈ Ek, where Bj = 〈x, Ai〉 for x ∈ V − Ai. Thus, in
any case, Ai < Bj for some j. By assumption, r ≡ 1 (mod p). Let αi be the
number of members of the set Ek, containing Ai, and let βj be the number
of members of the set Ek−1 contained in Bj . By [Ber4, Theorem 1], αi ≡ 1
(mod p) for all i. By Sylow’s Theorem, βj ≡ 1 (mod p) for all j. Therefore,
by double counting, 1 ≡ r ≡ α1 + · · ·+ αr = β1 + · · ·+ βs ≡ s (mod p). Part
(a) is proved. The same argument also suits for proof of (b).
Proposition 2.3 is not true for p = 2 as the group G ∼= D8 shows.
The following result supplements the previous one.
Proposition 2.4. Let G be a nonabelian p-group, |Z(G)| = pn and let
k ≤ n + 1. Let Ai be the set of normal abelian subgroups of order pi in G.
Then |Ak| ≡ 1 (mod p).
Proof. Write Ak−1 = {U1, . . . , Ur}, Ak = {V1, . . . , Vs}. Since k ≤ n+1,
the sets Ak−1 and Ak are nonempty. We have to prove that s ≡ 1 (mod p).
We use induction on k. By induction, r ≡ 1 (mod p). Let αi be the number of
members of the set Ak that contain Ui and let βj be the number of members of
the set Ak−1 that contained in Vj . By Sylow, βj ≡ 1 (mod p). Let Ui ≤ Z(G)
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and let T/Ui ⊳G/Ui be of order p; then T = Vj ∈ Ak for some j. If Ui 6≤ Z(G)
and T/Ui ≤ UiZ(G)/Ui is of order p, then T = Vj ∈ Ak. It follows, by the
double counting, that α1 + · · ·+ αr = β1 + · · ·+ βs ≡ s (mod p) so it suffices
to prove that αi ≡ 1 (mod p) for all i. Let Mi be the set of all members of
the set Ak that contain Ui; then |Mi| = αi. All members of the set Mi are
contained in CG(Ui). Therefore, without loss of generality, one may assume
that CG(Ui) = G. Let D = 〈H | H ⊳ G ∈ Mi〉; then D/Ui is elementary
abelian. If V/Ui ≤ D/Ui is of order p, then V ∈ Mi since D/Ui ≤ Z(G/Ui),
so αi ≡ |Mi| = c1(D/Ui) ≡ 1 (mod p), and we are done.
Proposition 2.5. Let pp be the maximal order of subgroups of exponent
p in a p-group G. Then either |Ω1(G)| = pp or the intersection K of all
subgroups of order pp and exponent p in G has order pp−1, and K is the
unique normal subgroup of order pp−1 and exponent p in G.
Proof. If ep(G) = 1, then |Ω1(G)| = pp (see Case 2, preceding Theo-
rem 1.5). Now we let ep(G) > 1; then G is irregular (indeed, let R and S
be two distinct subgroups of G of order pp and exponent p and V = 〈R, S〉;
then exp(V ) > p, by hypothesis, and the claim follows, by Lemma J(k)). One
may assume that G is not of maximal class since for such groups the assertion
is true, by Lemma J(e)(i). Then G contains a normal subgroup R of order
pp and exponent p (Lemma J(a)). We have R < Ω1(G). Now let F0 be a
subgroup of order pp and exponent p in G, F0 6= R. Let R0 be a G-invariant
subgroup of R minimal such that R0 6≤ F0. Set F = F0R0; then Ω1(F ) = F
and |F | = pp+1. By hypothesis, exp(F ) > p so F is irregular hence it is of
maximal class (Lemma J(k)). In that case, |R0| = pp = |R| (otherwise, if
|R0| < pp, then R0 ≤ Φ(F ) < F0, and we get F = R0F0 = F0 < F ) so
R0 = R. In particular, F0 contains all proper G-invariant subgroups of R
so that F0 ∩ R = K = Φ(F ). Thus, K is the intersection of all subgroups
of order pp and exponent p in G. Since every G-invariant subgroup of order
pp−1 and exponent p is contained in at least two distinct subgroups of order
pp and exponent p, it coincides with K.
3. Groups and subgroups of maximal class
In this section we study subgroups of maximal class in a p-group. We
also prove a number of new assertions on p-groups of maximal class.
Theorem 3.1. Let G be a p-group and M < G be of maximal class.
(a) Write D = Φ(M), N = NG(M) and C = CN (M/D). Let t be the
number of subgroups K ≤ G of maximal class such that M < K and
|K : M | = p. Then t equals the number of subgroups of order p in
N/M not contained in C/M . If C = M , then G is of maximal class.
If C > M , then t is a multiple of p.
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(b) Suppose, in addition, that M is irregular and G is not of maximal class.
Let a positive integer k be fixed. Then the number t of subgroups L < G
of maximal class and order pk|M | such that M < L, is a multiple of
p.
Proof. (a) All subgroups of G of order p|M | that contain M , are con-
tained in N . Note that |N : C| ≤ |Aut(M/D)|p = p. First assume that
M < C. If K/M is a subgroup of order p in C/M , then K/D is abelian of
order p3 so K is not of maximal class. Now let K/M be a subgroup of order
p in N/M not contained in C/M . Then K/D is nonabelian of order p3. Since
D = Φ(M) ≤ Φ(K), it follows that d(K) = d(K/D) = 2 so K is of maximal
class, by Lemma J(i). If C = N , then t = 0. If C = M , then |N : M | = p and
N is of maximal class, by the above; then G is also of maximal class (Lemma
J(d)). Now let M < C < N ; then the number of subgroups of order p in
C/M is ≡ 1 (mod p) so the number of subgroups L/M < N/M of order p
not contained in C/M , is a multiple of p (Sylow); since L, by the above, is of
maximal class, we get t ≡ 0 (mod p).
(b) Let M be the set of all wanted subgroups. One may assume that
M 6= ∅.
If k = 1, the assertion follows from (a). Indeed, assume that p does not
divide t. It follows from (a) that then C = M and N is of maximal class so
G is also of maximal class (Lemma J(d)), contrary to the hypothesis. Now
let k > 1. We proceed by induction on k. Let N = {P1, . . . , Pu} be the
set of subgroups of maximal class and order pk−1|M | in G containing M (by
Lemma J(h), N 6= ∅ since M 6= ∅). By induction, u ≡ 0 (mod p). Let
Mi = {V1, . . . , Va} and Mj = {W1, . . . , Wb} be the sets of those subgroups
of maximal class and order p|P1| in G which contain Pi and Pj , respectively,
i 6= j. By (a), a and b are multiples of p. Assume that X ∈ {V1, . . . , Va} ∩
{W1, . . . , Wb}. Then Pi and and Pj are distinct subgroups of index p in X so
X = PiPj . Since X is of maximal class, we get d(X) = 2 so Pi ∩ Pj = Φ(X).
Since M ≤ Pi ∩Pj = Φ(X) and Φ(X) is absolutely regular (Lemma J(f)) and
M is irregular, we get a contradiction. Thus, {V1, . . . , Va}∩{W1, . . . , Wb} = ∅.
Clearly, in this way we have counted all members of the set M. It follows
that M =
⋃u
i=1 Mi is a partition, and we conclude that t =
∑u
i−1 |Mi| ≡ 0
(mod p).
If M < G are irregular p-groups of maximal class and pk ≤ |G : M |,
then the number of subgroups of G of maximal class and order pk|M | that
contain M , equals 1. Indeed, if M1 and M2 are distinct irregular subgroups of
maximal class and the same order in G, then M1 ∩ M2 is absolutely regular.
Remark 3.2. Let A < G, where G is a p-group. If every subgroup of
G of order p|A| containing A, is of maximal class, then G is also of maximal
class (here we do not assume, as in Theorem 3.1(a), that A is of maximal
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class; obviously, |A| > p). Indeed, assume that G is not of maximal class.
By Lemma J(d), N = NG(A) is not of maximal class. Then, by hypothesis,
|N : A| > p. To obtain a contradiction, it suffices to assume that N = G; then
A⊳G. Let D be a G-invariant subgroup of index p2 in A. Set C = CG(A/D);
then |G : C| ≤ p so A < C. If B/A is a subgroup of order p in C/A, then B/D
is abelian of order p3 so B is not of maximal class, contrary to the hypothesis.
Theorem 3.1(b) is also true if |M | = pp. Indeed, consider part (b) for
k > 1 since case k = 1 follows from part (a). In that case, p > 2 and
M 6≤ Φ(X), where X is such as in the proof of the theorem since Φ(X) is
absolutely regular (Lemma J(f)). Now the proof is continued as in the proof
of Theorem 3.1(b).
Theorem 3.3. Suppose that a subgroup of maximal class H is normal in
a p-group G and G/H is cyclic of order > p. If |H | > pp+1, then G has only
one normal subgroup of order pp and exponent p.
Proof. The group G is not of maximal class since G/G′ 6∼= Ep2. Set
Φ = Φ(H), C = CG(H/Φ); then |G : C| ≤ p and C/Φ is abelian of rank 3
since, if L/H = Ω1(G/H), then L is not of maximal class so d(L) = 3, by
Lemma J(i). Since C is neither absolutely regular nor of maximal class, it
contains a G-invariant subgroup R of order pp and exponent p (Lemma J(b)).
Since |H | > pp+1, we get R 6≤ H (Lemma J(h)).
Let H1 be the fundamental subgroup of H ; then H1 is characteristic in
H so normal in G. Since G/H is cyclic of order > p, we get Ω1(G) ≤ HR and
|HR| = p|H | so H∩R = H1∩R has order pp−1 hence |H1R| = p|H1| = |H |, by
the product formula. Next, Ω1(H1R) = R (Lemma J(n)) since H1R is neither
absolutely regular nor of maximal class and absolutely regular subgroup H1 ∈
Γ1(H1R) (Lemma J(h)). Assume that G has another normal subgroup R1 of
order pp and exponent p. Then R1H = RH since R1 < Ω1(G) ≤ RH , and
R∩R1 = H ∩R = H1 ∩R is of order pp−1 (indeed, H has exactly one normal
subgroup of order pp−1, namely, Ω1(H1)). By Lemma J(b), ep(G) ≥ p + 1.
Assume that R2 ⊳ G is of order p
p and exponent p such that R2 6≤ RR1.
We have R ∩ R2 = R ∩ R1 = R ∩ H (see the previous paragraph). Then
H ∩ RR1 = H ∩ RR2 = T , where T is absolutely regular of order pp (note
that RR1, RR2 ≤ Ω1(G) ≤ HR). In that case, TR1 = TR = RR1, TR2 = TR
so TR1 = TR2 = RR1, hence R2 < RR1, contrary to the assumption. Thus,
R2 < RR1, i.e., all G-invariant subgroups of order p
p and exponent p are
contained in RR1. As we know, |RR1| = pp+1. Since H has no normal
subgroup of order pp and exponent p, exp(H ∩ (RR1)) > p so exp(RR1) > p.
By Lemma J(k), RR1 is irregular so of maximal class whence d(RR1) = 2.
Since all ep(G) ≥ p + 1 normal subgroups of order pp and exponent p are
maximal subgroups of the 2-generator group RR1, by what has just been
proved, we conclude that exp(RR1) = p, a contradiction. Thus, R1 does not
exist.
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Let H ∈ Sylp(Sp2), p > 2. As G = H × Cp2 shows, Theorem 3.3 is not
true for |H | = pp+1.
Let Mn(G) be the set of subgroups of maximal class and order pn in a p-
group G of order pm, and write µn(G) = |Mn(G)|. By Lemma J(i), if m > 3,
then µm−1(G) ≡ 0 (mod p2), unless G is of maximal class. By Mann’s Theo-
rem 5.3 below, we also have µ3(G) ≡ 0 (mod p2) provided m ≥ 5. Therefore,
it is natural to study the p-groups G satisfying µn(G) = p
2 for n ≥ 3. Note
that, if G is of maximal class and n > p, then G = 〈A | A ∈ Mn(G)〉.
Theorem 3.4. Let G be a group of order pm, 3 ≤ n < m and µn(G) = p2.
Take S ∈ Mn(G) and set N = NG(S), D = 〈A | A ∈ Mn(G)〉. Then one of
the following holds:
(a) G = D is of maximal class and m = n + 2.
(b) |D| = pn+1, d(D) = 3, c1(N/S) = 1, i.e., N/S is either cyclic or
generalized quaternion.
Proof. We use the notation introduced in the statement of the theorem.
We have |G : N | ≤ µn(G) = p2. Set C = CN (S/Φ(S)).
(i) Suppose that |N : S| > p. Then C/Φ(S) > S/Φ(S) in view of
|N : C| ≤ |Aut(S/Φ(S))|p = p. Take a subgroup U/S of order p in C/S; then
U/Φ(S) is abelian of order p3 so U is not of maximal class. In that case, by
Lemma J(i), |Mn(U)| = p2 = |Mn(G)| so U = D, |D| = pn+1, d(D) = 3. It
follows that c1(N/S) = 1. Indeed, let V/S be a subgroup of order p in N/S
and V 6= U(= D). Since all members of the set Mn(G) are contained in U ,
S is the unique member of the set Mn(G), which contained in V , and this
is impossible (Lemma J(i)). Thus, c1(N/S) = 1, i.e., N/S is either cyclic or
generalized quaternion, and G is as stated in (b).
(ii) Now let |N : S| = p for all S ∈ Mn(G) (then N/S is cyclic).
(ii1) Suppose that d(N) = 2. Then N is of maximal class (Lemma J(i))
so G is also of maximal class (Lemma J(d)). Since 1 < µn(N) ≤ p, we get
N < D and D is of maximal class (Lemma J(d)). Assume that |G : N | = p2;
then all members of the set Mn(G) are conjugate in G so D ∈ Γ1 and |G| =
|G : N ||N | = pn+3. If n > p, then D = G (see the paragraph, preceding the
theorem), a contradiction. Therefore, if D < G, we get D ∈ Γ1 and n ≤ p so
p > 2. Since µm−1(G) > 1, there is T ∈ Γ1 − {D} which is of maximal class.
Since µn+1(T ) > 1, T contains a subgroup U of maximal class and index p
which is not contained in D (indeed, T = 〈K | K ∈ Mn(T )〉). Similarly,
µn(U) > 1 so U contains a subgroup V of maximal class and index p which
is not contained in D, contrary to definition of D since |V | = pn. Thus,
|G : N | = p so D = G, m = n + 2, and G is as stated in (a).
(ii2) Now let d(N) = 3. Then N = D since µn(N) = p
2 (Lemma J(i)),
and G is as stated in (b).
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Remark 3.5. Let H < G, where H is a nonnormal subgroup of G of order
pp and exponent p and let the p-group G be not of maximal class. Suppose
that HG, the normal closure of H in G, is irregular of maximal class. We
claim that then G has a normal subgroup F of order pp and exponent p such
that |HF | = pp+1 and H ∩ F ⊳ G. Indeed, it follows from |HG| ≥ pp+1 that
R = Ω1(Φ(H
G)) is G-invariant of order pp−1 and exponent p and R < H
(Lemma J(e)(i)). By Lemma J(g), R < F , where F ⊳ G is of order pp and
exponent p. Then H ∩ F = R ⊳ G so |HF | = pp+1, by the product formula.
Remark 3.6. Let G be a p-group of order pm, m > p+1, and let M ∈ Γ1.
If G contains a subgroup H of order pp+1 such that H 6≤ M , and all such H
are of maximal class, then G is also of maximal class. Indeed, if m = p + 2,
then Mm−1(G) = Γ1 − {M} so |Mm−1(G)| 6≡ 0 (mod p2), hence G is of
maximal class, by Lemma J(i). Now let m > p + 2 and H be as above. Let
R 6= M ∩ H be a maximal subgroup of H . Then R is a maximal regular
subgroup of G, by hypothesis, and we conclude that G is of maximal class
(Lemma J(e)(ii)) since |R| = pp.
Remark 3.7. Let G be an irregular p-group of maximal class and order
> pp+1, p > 2. Let us estimate pa = max {|A| | A < G, A′ = {1}, A 6≤ G1},
where G1 is the fundamental subgroup of G. It follows from description of
subgroups of G ([Bla1] and [Ber2, Theorems 9.5 and 9.6]) that a ≤ p. We
claim that a < p. Assume that this is false, and let A < G be an abelian
subgroup of order ≥ pp such that A 6≤ G1. Then |G : A| > p (otherwise,
A = G1). Let A < M < G, where |M : A| = p. Then M is of maximal class
[Ber2, Theorem 13.19] so A is characteristic in M , by Fitting’s Lemma. Since
NG(M) is of maximal class and order ≥ pp+2 and NG(M) ≤ NG(A) so NG(A)
is also of maximal class, we get, by Lemma J(f), A ≤ Φ(NG(A)) ≤ Φ(G) < G1,
a contradiction (in fact, according to the deep result from [Bla1], a ≤ 2).
Remark 3.8. Let H is a nonnormal subgroup of a p-group G, |G| > pp+1,
|H | > p2 and NG(H) is of maximal class. Then G is also of maximal class
(Lemma J(d)) and H 6≤ G1, where G1 is the (absolutely regular) fundamental
subgroup of G (indeed, |Z(G1)| > p). We claim that |NG(H) : H | = p. As-
sume that this is false. Then H is characteristic in NG(H) (Lemma J(d)) so
NG(H) = G, contrary to the hypothesis. Let K 6= H ∩ G1 be maximal in H
and assume that NG(K) > H . Let H < F ≤ NG(K), where |F : H | = p;
then F = NG(H) (compare orders) so F is of maximal class. Since
|F : K| =|F : H ||H : K| = p2 and K ⊳ F , we get K = Φ(F ) < Φ(G) < G1
so K = H ∩ G1, a contradiction.
Remark 3.9. Suppose that a p-group G satisfies the following conditions:
(i) G contains a proper abelian subgroup A of order ≥ pp. (ii) Whenever
A < H ≤ G and |H : A| = p, then |Z(H)| = p. Then: (a) G is of maximal
class. (b) If p > 2, then A has index p in G. Indeed, let A < H ≤ G
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with |H : A| = p. Then H is of maximal class, by [Ber2, Lemma 1.1] and
induction, and (a) follows from Remark 3.2. Now let p > 2. Using induction,
one may assume that |G : A| = p2, and obtain a contradiction. Let H be as
above. Then A is characteristic in H (Fitting’s Lemma) so normal in G. It
follows that A = Φ(G). Then, by hypothesis, all members of the set Γ1 are of
maximal class, a contradiction since CG(Z2(G)) ∈ Γ1 is not of maximal class.
Thus, |G : A| = p, as required.
Remark 3.10. Let A be a proper absolutely regular subgroup of a p-group
G, p > 2, exp(A) > p such that, whenever A < B ≤ G with |B : A| = p,
then Ω1(B) = B. Then G is of maximal class. If, in addition, |A| > pp,
then A = G1. Assume that the first assertion is false; then NG(A) is not of
maximal class (Lemma J(d)). Therefore, one may assume that NG(A) = G.
If B/A ≤ G/A is of order p, then, in view of exp(B) ≥ exp(A) > p and
Ω1(B) = B, we conclude that B is irregular (Lemma J(k)). Assume that
B is not of maximal class. Since B is also not absolutely regular, we get
B = AΩ1(B), where Ω1(B)(= B) is of exponent p (Lemma J(n)), contrary
to the hypothesis. Thus, every subgroup of G of order p|A|, containing A, is
of maximal class so G is of maximal class, by Remark 3.2. Let, in addition,
|A| > pp and assume that A 6= G1. Then |G : A| > p. Let A < B < T ≤ G
with |B : A| = p = |T : B|. Then A ⊳ T since A is characteristic in B, and T
is of maximal class. It follows that A = Φ(T ) ≤ Φ(G) < G1, a contradiction.
Proposition 3.11. Let R be a subgroup of order p of a nonabelian p-
group G. If there is only one maximal chain connecting R with G, then either
CG(R) ∼= Ep2 (then G is of maximal class, by Lemma J(o)) or G ∼= Mpn+2 .
Proof. We have CG(R) = R × Z, where Z is cyclic of order, say p
n.
Assume that n > 1. We have Ω1(CG(R)) = U ∼= Ep2 . Then NG(U)/U is
cyclic so NG(U) ∼= Mpm since n > 1. Since U = Ω1(NG(U)) is characteristic
in NG(U), we get NG(U) = G.
Now let n = 1. In that case, any subgroup of G, properly containing U , is
of maximal class (Lemma J(o)). Let U ≤ B < G. Then NG(B) is of maximal
class so |NG(B) : B| = p (Lemma J(b)) so G satisfies the hypothesis.
Theorem 3.12. Let G be a p-group. Then the number of irregular mem-
bers of maximal class in the set Γ2 is a multiple of p.
Proof. Let Γ′2 be the set of all irregular members of maximal class in the
set Γ2. We may assume that Γ
′
2 6= ∅; then G is not of maximal class, d(G) ≤ 4
and |G| ≥ pp+3. Let M be the set of all normal (irregular) subgroups of
maximal class and index p2 in G. Since Φ(G) 6∈ Γ′2 (the center of each
member of the set Γ′2 is of order p), we get d(G) > 2.
By Lemma J(i), p | |M| (this is the only place where we use irregularity
of all members of the set Γ2). Therefore, we may assume that M 6= Γ′2 so
there is H ⊳ G of maximal class such that G/H ∼= Cp2 .
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Assume that d(G) = 4. Let L ∈ M. Since |G : Φ(L)| = |G : L||L :
Φ(L)| = p4 = |G : Φ(G)| and Φ(L) ≤ Φ(G), we get Φ(L) = Φ(G) so L ∈ Γ′2,
Γ′2 = M, contrary to the assumption. Thus, d(G) = 3, |G/G
′| = p4 so G/G′
is abelian of type (p2, p, p) and G′ = H ′ (compare indices!).
Let F ∈ Γ′2; then G
′ = F ′ (compare indices!). Set T/G′ = Ω1(G/G
′);
then T/G′ ∼= Ep3 . Since G/F ∼= Ep2 , there is M/F < G/F of order p such that
M 6= T . We have M ′ = F ′ = G′ since |F : F ′| = p2 and G′ = F ′ ≤ M ′ ≤ G′,
and so M/G′ is abelian of type (p2, p). Let L be a G-invariant subgroup of
index p in G′. Then F/L is nonabelian of order p3 since F is of maximal
class. The group M/L is minimal nonabelian since L < G′ = M ′ < Φ(M) so
d(M) = d(M/L) = 2 and (M/L)′ is of order p [BJ2, Lemma 3.2(a)]. This is
a contradiction: M/L contains a proper nonabelian subgroup F/L. Thus, H
does not exist so M = Γ′2, completing the proof.
Theorem 3.13. Let G be an irregular p-group of order > pp+1. If K =
Ω1(G) < G is of maximal class, then one of the following holds:
(a) If K is irregular, then G is of maximal class and |G : K| = p.
(b) If K is regular, then p > 2, K is of order pp and exponent p and all
maximal subgroups of G not containing K, are absolutely regular.
Proof. Since |Z(K)| = p and K is noncyclic, we get K 6≤ Φ(G).
(i) Suppose that K is irregular; then |K| ≥ pp+1. If |K| = pp+1, then G
is of maximal class (Remark 1.1). If |K| > pp+1, then ep(G) = ep(K) ≡ 0
(mod p) so G is of maximal class (Lemma J(b)). In both cases, |G : K| = p,
by Lemma J(f).
(ii) Now let K be regular. Then exp(K) = p (Lemma J(k)) so p > 2: K
is nonabelian. Since G is irregular, we get |K| ≥ pp−1 (Lemma J(q)).
If |K| = pp−1, then G is of maximal class (Lemma J(a)). In that case,
K ≤ Φ(G), and K is not of maximal class (Lemma J(f)), a contradiction.
Therefore, since the order of regular p-group of maximal class is at most
pp, we must have |K| = pp. If G is of maximal class, then |G| = pp+1 (Lemma
J(h)), and in this case (b) is true. Next assume that G is not of maximal
class; then |G| > pp+1. Then K has a G-invariant abelian subgroup R ∼= Ep2.
Setting CG(R) = M , we get K 6≤ M so |G : M | = p. Then Ω1(M) = K ∩ M
is of order pp−1 and exponent p (recall that K = Ω1(G)) so M is absolutely
regular since it is not of maximal class (Lemma J(a)). Now let F ∈ Γ1 be
of maximal class. Since M ∈ Γ1 is absolutely regular, it follows that G is of
maximal class (Lemma J(l)), a contradiction. Taking, from the start, F 6≥ K,
we see that F is absolutely regular. Thus, all maximal subgroups of G not
containing K, are absolutely regular.
Proposition 3.14. Let G be a p-group of exponent > p and H < G be
either absolutely regular or of maximal class.
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(a) If Hp(G) ≤ H < G, then G is of maximal class. In that case, G is
irregular, |G : Hp(G)| = p and H is absolutely regular.
(b) Let exp(H) > p. If H ∩ Z = {1} for each cyclic Z < G with Z 6≤ H,
then G is of maximal class.
Proof. (a) The group G is irregular (otherwise, Hp(G) = G).
(i) If H is absolutely regular, then each subgroup of G of order p|H |,
containing H , is generated by elements of order p so G is of maximal class
(Remark 3.10).
(ii) Now suppose that H is of maximal class but not absolutely regular.
Since exp(H) = exp(G) > p, we get |H | ≥ pp+1 so H is irregular (Lemma
J(h)). Assume that |H | > pp+1. Then c1(G) ≡ c1(H) (mod pp) so G is of
maximal class (Lemma J(b)). Now let |H | = pp+1. Assume that G is not of
maximal class. In view of Theorem 3.1(b), one may assume that |G : H | = p.
Let T1, . . . , Tp+1 be all regular members of the set Γ1 (Lemma J(i)); then
Ω1(Ti) = Ti so exp(Ti) = p for all i. It follows from G =
⋃p+1
i=1 Ti (Lemma
J(i)) that exp(G) = p, a contradiction.
(b) If H < M ≤ G with |M : H | = p, then H ≥ Hp(M) so M is of
maximal class, by (a). Thus, all containing H subgroups of G of order p|H |
are of maximal class so G is of maximal class, by Remark 3.2.
In proofs of known Proposition 3.15 and Corollaries 3.16 and 3.17 we use
the description of the set Γ1 only.
Proposition 3.15. Suppose that a p-group G of maximal class, p > 3,
contains two distinct elementary abelian subgroups of order pp−1. Then |G| =
pp+1. In particular, if G contains > p + 1 elementary abelian subgroups of
order pp−1, then G is isomorphic to a Sylow p-subgroup of the symmetric
group of degree p2.
Proof. By [Ber1, Theorem 7.14(b)], there is Epp−1 ∼= E ⊳G. Let E1 < G
be another elementary abelian subgroup of order pp−1 and set H = EE1.
Then |G| > pp (otherwise, G = H and, by Fitting’s Lemma, cl(G) ≤ 2 < p)
so G is irregular (Lemma J(d)). It follows that E ≤ Φ(G) (Lemma J(f)). We
claim that H is regular. Assume that this is false. Then |H | ≥ pp+1 so H is
of maximal class and we get E ≤ Φ(H) so H = EE1 = E1, a contradiction.
Thus, exp(H) = p (Lemma J(k)) so |H | = pp (recall that a p-group of maximal
class has no subgroup of order pp+1 and exponent p), and then cl(H) ≤ 2, by
Fitting’s Lemma.
Assume that |G| > pp+1. We have E = Ω1(Φ(G)). Next, H is nonabelian
(Lemma J(p); see also Remark 3.7) so Z(H) = E ∩ E1 has index p2 in H .
Let A < H be minimal nonabelian; then |A| = p3 since exp(A) = p (Lemma
J(t)). By the product formula, H = AZ(H) so, if Z(H) = Z(A) × E0, then
H = A × E0 so H ′ = A′. Since all subgroups of G, that contain H , are of
maximal class, it follows that H ′ = Z(G). Let H < F < M ≤ G, where
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|F : H | = p = |M : F |; then F and M are of maximal class. By Lemma J(f),
H is not normal in M . Therefore, H1 = H
x 6= H for every x ∈ M − F and
H1 < F . As above, H
′
1 = Z(G). In that case, H/Z(G) and H1/Z(G) are two
distinct abelian maximal subgroups of F/Z(G) so cl(F/Z(G)) ≤ 2 (Fitting’s
Lemma). In that case, cl(F ) ≤ 3, a contradiction since F is of maximal class
and order pp+1 so cl(F ) = p ≥ 5. Thus, |G| = pp+1.
Let, in addition, {E1, . . . , Ek} be the set of elementary abelian subgroups
of order pp−1 in G, and k > p + 1. To prove that G ∼= Σp2 , it suffices to show
that G has an elementary abelian subgroup of index p (Lemma J(p)). Assume
that this is false. By the above, one may assume that E1 = Φ(G). Then, for
i > 1, Ei is not normal in G so Ni = NG(Ei) ∈ Γ1 and all conjugates of Ei are
contained in Ni. Then cl(Ni) ≤ 2, i > 1 (Fitting’s Lemma) so exp(Ni) = p.
The subgroup Ni (i > 1) is nonabelian (otherwise, d(Ni) = p so G ∼= Σp2 , by
Lemma J(p)). Then N2 has at most p + 1 abelian subgroups of index p so
one may assume that NG(Ep+2) = Np+2 6= N2. Again cl(Np+2) = 2. Then,
by Fitting’s Lemma,
cl(G) = cl(N2Np+2) ≤ cl(N2) + cl(Np+2) = 2 + 2 = 4 < p = cl(G),
a contradiction.
Corollary 3.16. Let p > 3 and suppose that a p-group G of maximal
class contains an abelian subgroup A such that d(A) = p− 1 and exp(A) > p.
Then A ≤ G1, where G1 is the fundamental subgroup of G, and there is a
G-invariant abelian subgroup B of order pp such that Ω1(A) < B ≤ G1.
Proof. We have |A| ≥ pp. If |G| = pp+1, then A = G1, and we are
done. Now let |G| > pp+1. Then, by Proposition 3.15, Ω1(A) is the unique
elementary abelian subgroup of order pp−1 in G so Ω1(A) = Ω1(Φ(G)). Then
A ≤ CG(Ω1(A)) ≤ CG(Z2(G)) = G1 (here Z2(G) is the second member of the
upper central series of G) so A < G1. By [Ber4, Theorem 1], Ω1(A) < B ⊳ G,
where B is abelian of order pp. Since |G : B| > p, we get B ≤ Φ(G) < G1.
(We have exp(B) = p2, unless G is a Sylow subgroup of the symmetric group
of degree p2; see [Ber1, Theorem 5.2]).
Corollary 3.17. Let p > 3 and suppose that a p-group G of maximal
class contains an abelian subgroup A with d(A) = p−1, exp(A) = pk > p and
|A| = p(p−1)k−ǫ, ǫ ∈ {0, 1}. If ǫ = 0, then A ⊳ G. If ǫ = 1, then there exists
in G a normal abelian subgroup B such that |B| = |A| and exp(B) = pk. We
also have A, B ≤ G1.
Proof. By Corollary 3.16, A ≤ Ωk(G1), and we are done if ǫ = 0. If
ǫ = 1, then Ωk(G1) contains ≡ 1 (mod p) abelian subgroups of order |A| since
|Ωk(G1) : A| ≤ p.
Remark 3.18. If every maximal abelian subgroup of a nonabelian p-
group G is either cyclic or of exponent p, then one of the following holds:
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(a) exp(G) = p, (b) G is a 2-group of maximal class, (c) p > 2 and G is of
maximal class and order pp+1 at most. Indeed, suppose that exp(G) > p and
G is not a 2-group of maximal class. Then G has a maximal abelian subgroup,
say A, which is cyclic. Since Z(G) < CG(A) = A, the center Z(G) is cyclic.
Let R ⊳ G be abelian of type (p, p) and set C = CG(R). Then ℧1(A) < C
since |Aut(R)|p = p and so |G : C| = p. Every maximal abelian subgroup, say
B, of C contains R so noncyclic. If B ≤ D < G, where D is maximal abelian
in G, then exp(D) = p. It follows that exp(B) = p, and we get exp(C) = p
so A ∼= Cp2 . It follows from CG(A) = A that G is of maximal class (Lemma
J(o)). Since G has no subgroup of order pp+1 and exponent p (by induction
and Lemma J(i)), we get |G| = p|C| ≤ pp+1.
Remark 3.19. Let G be a p-group of order > pp+1 such that it is not
of maximal class and |G/Kp(G)| = p
p. Then Kp(G)/Kp+1(G) is noncyclic.
Assume that this is false. Then p > 2, by Taussky’s Theorem. By [Ber1,
Theorem 5.1(b)], G/Kp+1(G) is not of maximal class so |Kp(G)/Kp+1(G)| >
p. By the way of contradiction, assume that Kp(G)/Kp+1(G) ∼= Cp2 and
Kp+1(G) = {1}. Obviously, G/Ω1(Kp(G)) must be of maximal class. Let
Ep2 ∼= R ⊳ G and Ω1(Kp(G)) < R. However, Ep2 ∼= RKp(G)/Ω1(Kp(G)) ≤
Z(G/Ω1(Kp(G))), a contradiction.
Remark 3.20. Suppose that a p-group G is neither absolutely regular nor
of maximal class. Then one of the following holds: (a) G has a characteristic
subgroup of order ≥ pp and exponent p, (b) G has an irregular characteristic
subgroup H of class p such that Φ(H) is of order pp−1 and H is generated by G-
invariant subgroups of order pp and exponent p containing a fixed (= Φ(H))
characteristic subgroup of G of order pp−1 and exponent p. Indeed, if G
is regular, then |Ω1(G)| ≥ pp, and (a) holds (Lemma J(k)). Therefore, in
what follows we may assume that G is irregular. We also assume that (a)
is not true. By Lemma J(q), G′ has a characteristic subgroup R of order
≥ pp−1 and exponent p; then R is characteristic in G and |R| = pp−1. Let
H = 〈M ⊳ G | R < M, |M | = pp, exp(M) = p〉; then Ω1(H) = H , H is
characteristic in G and so |H | > pp so H is irregular and then cl(H) = p since
H/R is elementary abelian. By Lemma J(q), R = Φ(H).
Remark 3.21. Let G be a group of exponent p and order pm > pp. We
claim that then G/Kp(G) is not of maximal class. Assume that this is false.
Then Kp(G) > {1}. Passing to quotient group, one may assume that Kp(G)
is of order p. In that case, cl(G) = p so G is of maximal class and order pp+1,
contrary to Lemma J(h).
We divide the p-groups of maximal class and order > pp+1 in three disjoint
families.
Definition 3.22. Let G be a group of maximal class and order pm, m >
p + 1. Then G is said to be
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(i) a Qp-group, if |Ω1(G)| = pp−1,
(ii) a Dp-group, if Ω1(G) = G,
(iii) an SDp-group, if |Ω1(G)| = pm−1.
Motivation: a Q2-group is generalized quaternion, a D2-group is dihedral
and an SD2-group is semidihedral. It follows from Lemma J(f) that, if G is
of maximal class and order > pp+1, it is one of the above three types.
Definition 3.23. Let G be a Dp-group of maximal class. Then G is said
to be a D0p-group if G1 = Hp(G) < G, and a D
1
p-group if G = Hp(G), where
Hp(G) = 〈x ∈ G | o(x) > p〉.
Note that D2m is a D02-group so D
1
2-groups do not exist. If G is either
a Qp- or SDp-group, then G = Hp(G) so a p-group G of maximal class and
order > pp+1 is a D0p-group if and only if Hp(G) < G.
If G is a D0p-group, then Hp(G) = G1 so all members of the set Γ1−{G1}
are also D0p-groups since all elements of the set G−G1 have order p. If G is a
D1p-group, then the set G − G1 has an element of order p
2 (by [B2, Theorem
13.19], the set G − G1 has no elements of order > p2). If a p-group G is of
maximal class and order > pp+2, then G/Z(G) is a D0p-group.
Theorem 3.24. Let G be a p-group of maximal class and order pm, p > 2,
m > p + 2, and let Γ1 = {G1, G2, . . . , Gp+1}, where G1 is the fundamental
subgroup of G. Then
(a) If G is a Qp-group, then G2, . . . , Gp+1 are Qp-groups.
(b) If G is a D0p-group, then G2, . . . , Gp+1 are D
0
p-groups.
(c) G has no maximal subgroup which is an SDp-group.
(d) Let G be an SDp-group and let Ω1(G) = G2. Then G2 is a Dp-group
and G3, . . . , Gp+1 are Qp-groups.
(e) If G is a Dp-group, then at least two of subgroups G2, . . . , Gp+1 are
Dp-groups.
Proof. Since 2-groups of maximal class are classified and the theorem
holds for them, one may assume that p > 2. If i > 1, then Gi is of maximal
class and so (a) is obvious.
(b) We have Hp(G) = G1, the fundamental subgroup of G. If i > 1, then
Hp(Gi) ≤ Gi ∩ G1 = Φ(G) < Gi so Gi is a D0p-group.
(c) Let M ∈ Γ1 be not a Qp-group; then γ(M) = |G : Ω1(M)| ≤ p2.
If γ(M) = p2, then Ω1(M) = Φ(G) is absolutely regular and order ≥ pp+1,
which is impossible. Thus, Ω1(M) = M so M is a Dp-group. This argument
shows that the set Γ1 has no members which are SDp-groups.
(d) By definition, G2 is a Dp-group. Let i > 2; then Gi is not an SDp-
group, by (c). Since Ω1(Gi) ≤ Gi ∩ G2 = Φ(G) is absolutely regular so of
order pp−1, it follows that Gi is a Qp-group.
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(e) By hypothesis, Ω1(G) = G. Let R < G be of order p
p and exponent p
and let R < M ∈ Γ1. Since M is neither absolutely regular nor a Qp-group,
we conclude that M is a Dp-group, by (c). Let x ∈ G−M be of order p; then
R1 = 〈x, Ω1(G1)〉 is of order pp and exponent p. A maximal subgroup L of G
such that R1 < L, is a Dp-group and L 6= M .
Below we do not use deep properties of p-groups of maximal class.
Proposition 3.25. Let B < G be nonabelian of order p3, G is a p-group
and CG(B) < B. Then G is of maximal class and
(a) Z2(G) < B.
(b) Each maximal subgroup K 6= Z2(G) of B satisfies CG(K) = K.
Proof. Obviously, Z(G) < B. By Lemma J(c), all subgroups between
B and G are of maximal class.
(a) We have B 6= Z2(G) since |B| > p2 = |Z2(G)|. Assume that Z2(G) 6≤
B. Set H = BZ2(G); then H is of maximal class and order p
4. In that case,
Z2(G) = Φ(H) so H = BΦ(H) = B, a contradiction. Thus, Z2(G) < B.
(b) Assume that CG(K) 6= K. Since B < NG(K) and CG(K) ⊳ NG(K),
then B normalizes CG(K). Next, Z2(G) 6≤ CG(K) since Z2(G)K = B is
nonabelian. Let U/K ≤ CG(K)/K be of order p and U⊳NG(K). Set F = UB;
then F is of class 3 and order p4. In that case, U and CF (Z2(G)) are two
distinct abelian maximal subgroups of F so cl(F ) ≤ 2 (Fitting’s Lemma), a
contradiction. Thus, CG(K) = K.
Proposition 3.26. Suppose that a nonabelian group G of order pm > p3
has only one normal subgroup N of index p3 and let K be a G-invariant
subgroup of index p in N . Then one of the following holds:
(a) d(G) = 2 and G′ < Φ(G). In that case, K = {1} and G ∼= Mp4 .
(b) p > 2, d(G) = 2, G′ = Φ(G), N = K3(G), G/N is nonabelian of
exponent p. In that case, G/K is of maximal class.
(c) p = 2, G is a 2-group of maximal class.
(d) d(G) = 3, N = Φ(G) = G′. Then Z(G/K) is cyclic of order p2
and G/K = (E/K)Z(G/K), where E/K is nonabelian of order p3
and Z(G/K) ∼= Cp2 . If, in addition, p > 2 and E1/K = Ω1(G/K),
then E1/K is nonabelian of order p
3 and exponent p and G/K =
(E1/K)Z(G/K).
Proof. We have |G/G′| ≤ p3 so d(G) ≤ 3. The hypothesis is inherited
by nonabelian epimorphic images of G. If a minimal nonabelian p-group X
has only one normal subgroup of index p3, then either |X | = p3 or X ∼= Mp4
(Lemma J(t)).
(i) Suppose that d(G) = 2. In that case, G/K3(G) is minimal nonabelian
so either its order equals p3 or G/K3(G) ∼= Mp4 , by the previous paragraph.
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Let |G/G′| = p3; then N = G′ < Φ(G), G/G′ is abelian of type (p2, p).
In that case, G/K is minimal nonabelian so ∼= Mp4 . Assume that K > {1}.
Let L be a G-invariant subgroup of index p in K. Then G/L has two distinct
cyclic subgroups A/L and B/L of index p, and we get A ∩B = Z(G) so G/L
is minimal nonabelian of order p5, a contradiction. We obtained the group
from (a).
Let |G : G′| = p2. Then N = K3(G) so G/K is of maximal class and
order p4. If p = 2, then G itself is of maximal class, by Taussky’s Theorem.
If p > 2, then, as in the previous paragraph, exp(G/N) = p. We obtained
groups from (b) and (c).
(ii) Suppose that d(G) > 2; then G/G′ ∼= Ep3 so N = G
′ = Φ(G). Let
E/K be a minimal nonabelian subgroup in G/K; then E < G since d(G/K) =
3 > 2 = d(E/K). By Lemma J(c), G/K = (E/K)Z(G/K). Since G/K has
only one normal subgroup of order p, we conclude that Z(G/K) is cyclic. Let
p > 2 and set E1/K = Ω1(G/K). Then E1/K is of order p
3 since G/K is
regular. It follows that E1/K is nonabelian since G/K = (E1/K)Z(G/K).
If a group G of order 26 has only one normal subgroup of index 23, then
one of the following holds: (i) G is cyclic, (ii) G is of maximal class, (iii) G is
the Suzuki 2-group (see [HS]).
We claim that if a metacyclic p-group G of order > p3 has only one normal
subgroup of index p3 if and only if one of the following holds: (i) G is cyclic,
(ii) G is a 2-group of maximal class, (iii) G ∼= Mp4 . Assume that G has no
cyclic subgroup of index p. Then Ḡ = G/℧2(G) is metacyclic of order p
4 and
exponent p2. Then Ω1(Z(Ḡ) ∼= Ep2 so Ḡ has two distinct normal subgroups A
and B of order p. Since |G : A| = p3 = |G : B|, we get a contradiction. Next,
a p-group of order > p3 contains a cyclic subgroup and has only one normal
subgroup of index p3 if and only if it is one of groups (i)-(iii).
Remark 3.27. Let H < G be nonnormal, |G| = pm > pp+1, |H | > p2 and
NG(H) is of maximal class. Then G is of maximal class (Lemma J(d)) and
H 6≤ G1 since |Z(G1)| > p. Let us prove that, if K 6= H ∩ G1 is maximal in
H , then NG(K) = H . Indeed, |NG(H) : H | = p (Lemma J(f)). Assume that
NG(K) > H . Let H < F ≤ NG(K), where |F : H | = p. Then F = NG(H)
(compare the orders!). By the choice, K ⊳ F and F is of maximal class.
Since |F : K| = |F : H ||H : K| = p2, we get K = Φ(F ) < Φ(G) < G1 so
K = H ∩ G1, a contradiction.
Let G be a 3-group of maximal class and order > 34 and let x ∈ G− G1;
then B = 〈x, Z2(G)〉 is of order 33 [Ber2, Theorem 13.19] and nonabelian
since CG(Z2(G)) = G1. Assume that CG(B) 6≤ B. If y ∈ CG(B) − B, then
d(〈y, B〉) = 3, which is impossible, by Lemma J(p).
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4. p-groups with exactly one noncyclic abelian subgroup of
order p3
In the proof of Theorem 4.2 we use the following
Remark 4.1. If U is a cyclic subgroup of order p2 of a nonabelian p-
group G such that CG(U) > U is cyclic, then p = 2 and G is a 2-group of
maximal class. Indeed, if CG(U) < H ≤ G with |H : CG(U)| = p, then H
is nonabelian with cyclic subgroup of index p. It follows from Lemma J(m)
that p = 2 and H is of maximal class. Assuming that G is not of maximal
class, we get H < G. Let H < F ≤ G with |F : H | = 2. Since |H | > 8, the
subgroup U is characteristic in H so U ⊳ F . In that case, |F : CF (U)| = 2 so
|CF (U)| = |H | > |CG(U)|, a contradiction.
Theorem 4.2. Let G be the p-group of order pm > p4 with exactly one
noncyclic abelian subgroup A of order p3. Then one of the following holds:
(a) G is abelian of type (pm−1, p).
(b) G ∼= Mpm .
(c) p = 2 and G = 〈a, b | a2
m−2
= 1, b4 = a2
m−3
, ab = a−1〉.
Proof. Obviously A ⊳ G and G is not a 2-group of maximal class (all
abelian subgroups of order 8 in a 2-group of maximal class are cyclic).
Assume that G is of maximal class, p > 2. Let U ⊳ G be of order p2 and
let L < CG(U) be G-invariant of order p
4. If p = 3, then L is metacyclic of
exponent 9 and either abelian or minimal nonabelian. In that case, L has 3+1
distinct noncyclic abelian subgroups of order 33, contrary to the hypothesis.
If p > 3, then exp(L) = p and L is nonabelian since, otherwise, it has > 1
(noncyclic) abelian subgroups of order p3. Let M < L be minimal nonabelian;
then U 6≤ M . In that case, L = M×V for some subgroup V < U of order p so
L has p + 1 distinct noncyclic abelian subgroups of order p3, a contradiction.
Thus, G is not of maximal class.
(i) If B < G is nonabelian of order p3, then CG(B) < B (otherwise,
B ∗CG(B) has two distinct noncyclic abelian subgroups of order p3). Then G
is of maximal class (Lemma J(c)), contrary to the previous paragraph. Thus,
G has no nonabelian subgroup of order p3.
(ii) Let U ≤ G be minimal nonabelian. In that case (see (i) and Lemma
J(t)), U ∼= Mpn , n > 3 so A < U and Ω1(A) ∼= Ep2 ; then A is abelian of type
(p2, p) and Ω1(A) ⊳ G.
(iii) Assume that there is x ∈ G − A of order p. Then B = 〈x, Ω1(A)〉 is
of order p3. By (i), B is noncyclic abelian, a contradiction since B 6= A, by
the choice of x. Thus, Ω1(G) = Ω1(A).
(iii) Assume that there is y ∈ G − A of order p2. Write Y = 〈y〉. Set
H = Ω1(A)Y ; then |H | = p3, by (iii), so H is noncyclic abelian, by (i), and
H 6= A, by the choice of y, a contradiction.
Thus, Ω2(G) = A so G is one of groups (a), (b), (c) (Lemma J(s)).
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Theorem 4.2 is not true for m = 4 and p > 2. Indeed, if G is a nonabelian
subgroup of order p4 of a Sylow p-subgroup of the symmetric group of degree
p2, then G, as a group of class 3, has exactly one noncyclic abelian subgroup
A of order p3 (Fitting’s Lemma) and A ∼= Ep3 .
Remark 4.3. Suppose that the 2-group G has exactly one abelian sub-
group, say A, of type (4, 2). We claim that then c2(G) = 2 (see [Ber1, Theorem
2.4] where such G are described). Clearly, G is not of maximal class, G has no
abelian subgroups of types (4, 2, 2) and (4, 4) and it has no subgroup ∼= D8∗C4
of order 16. Assume that L < G be cyclic of order 4 such that L 6≤ A. If
Φ(A) 6≤ L, then L×Φ(A) 6= A is abelian of type (4, 2), a contradiction. Thus,
Φ(A) < L. Then LA of order 16 is nonabelian (otherwise, it must be of order
16 and exponent 4, and such group has two distinct abelian subgroups of type
(4, 2)). Then, by Lemma J(o), CA(L) is of order 4 since LA is not of maximal
class, so CA(L)L(6= A) is abelian of type (4, 2), a contradiction.
We claim that if an irregular p-group G of order > pp+1 is neither abso-
lutely regular nor of maximal class, then one of the following holds: (a) G has
a subgroup E of order pp+1 and exponent p or (b) there is H ∈ Γ1 such that
|Ω1(H)| = pp. Indeed, by Lemma J(a), there is R⊳G of order pp and exponent
p. Let D be a G-invariant subgroup of index p2 in R. Set C = CG(R/D). If
an element x ∈ C −R has order p, then E = 〈x, R〉 is of order pp+1 and class
≤ p − 1 so regular; then exp(E) = p. Now suppose that (a) is not true; then
|Ω1(C)| = pp. In that case, if R/D < H/D ≤ C/D and H/D is maximal in
G/D (the equality C = G is possible), then R ≤ Ω1(H) ≤ Ω1(C) = R and
(b) holds.
Let G be a p-group of maximal class. Then it contains a self centralizing
subgroup H of order p2 (Blackburn). We use this in Proposition 4.4.
Proposition 4.4. Let G be a group of maximal class and order pm >
pp+1, p > 2. Set Ḡ = G/Z(G). Let D̄ < Ḡ be of order p2 such that CḠ(D̄) =
D̄. Then
(a) D is nonabelian of order p3 and CG(D) < D.
(b) D has exactly p subgroups R of order p2 such that CG(R) = R.
Proof. Since |Z(G)| = p, we get |D| = p3. If u ∈ G − D centralizes
D, then ū centralizes D̄ and ū 6∈ D̄, contrary to the choice of D̄. Thus,
CG(D) ≤ D. Since Ḡ1 is not of maximal class, we get D̄ 6≤ Ḡ1 (Lemma J(o))
so D 6≤ G1, where G1 is the fundamental subgroup of G. Since Z(Ḡ) < D̄,
we get Z2(G) < D. Since m > p + 1, we get CG(Z2(G)) = G1 (Lemma
J(h)) so D is nonabelian, completing the proof of (a). Now (b) follows from
Proposition 3.25.
5. Some counting theorems
The following proposition is known.
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Proposition 5.1. Let G be a p-group of maximal class and order > p3.
Then
(a) G contains exactly one maximal subgroup, say A, such that |A : A′| >
p2.
(b) G contains exactly one maximal subgroup, say B, such that |Z(B)| > p.
Proof. (a) Such A exists since group G/K4(G) of order p
4 has the
abelian maximal subgroup. Assume that B ∈ Γ1 − {A} is such that
|B : B′| > p2. Since A′, B′ ⊳ G, one may assume that that B′ ≤ A′ (Lemma
J(d)). Then G/A′ is of maximal class and order ≥ p4 containing two dis-
tinct abelian maximal subgroups B/A′ and A/A′; in that case, however,
cl(G/A′) ≤ 2 (Fitting’s Lemma), a contradiction (clearly, A = G1).
(b) Such B exists since CG(Z2(G)) ∈ Γ1. Assume that C ∈ Γ1 − {B} is
such that |Z(C)| > p. Since Z(B), Z(C) ⊳ G, one may assume that Z(C) ≤
Z(B). Then CG(Z(C)) ≥ BC = G, a contradiction since |Z(G)| = p < |Z(C)|.
(If |G| > pp+1, then B = G1 (Lemma J(h))).
Remark 5.2. (i) Let G be a p-group of order p4. If |Z(G)| = p, then
cl(G) = 3. If, in addition, d(G) = 3 and G is nonabelian, then µ3(G) = p
2
(see [Ber5, §16]). (ii) If G is a p-group of maximal class and order p5, then
µ4(G) = p. Indeed, by Proposition 5.1(a), the set Γ1 has exactly p members
with centers of order p so the claim follows from (i). (iii) If |G| = p5 and G is
not of maximal class, then µ4(G) ≡ 0 (mod p2), by Lemma J(h).
We offer a new proof of the following nice counting theorem due to Mann
[Man]. In his shorter proof of Theorem 5.3, Mann uses so called Eulerian
function ϕ2(∗).
Theorem 5.3 ([Man]). Let G be a p-group of order pm, m > 3. Then
µ3(G) ≡ 0 (mod p
2), unless m = 4 and cl(G) = 3.










(i) Let m = 4. If cl(G) = 3, the result follows from Fitting’s Lemma. If
d(G) = 3, the result follows from Remark 5.2.
(ii) Suppose that m = 5.
If H ∈ Γ1 is not of maximal class, we have µ3(H) ≡ 0 (mod p2), by (i).
If H ∈ Γ1 is of maximal class, then µ3(H) = p, by (i). Next, µ4(G) ≡ 0




µ3(H) ≡ 0 (mod p
2).
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If d(G) = 2, then Φ(G) is abelian and Γ2 = {Φ(G)} so, by (5.1) and (5.2),
µ3(G) ≡ 0 (mod p2). It remains to consider the case d(G) > 2. By (5.1) and
(5.2), we get µ3(G) ≡ 0 (mod p). Therefore, if |Φ(G)| = p, all nonabelian
subgroups of G contain Φ(G) so are members of the set Γ2, and now the
result follows from (5.1). Now we let |Φ(G)| = p2. We are done provided
Φ(G) ≤ Z(G) since then all members of the set Γ2 are abelian; therefore
assume that Φ(G) 6≤ Z(G). In that case, |G : CG(Φ(G))| = p so CG(Φ(G))
contains exactly p + 1 (abelian) members of the set Γ2. Thus, the set Γ2 has
exactly |Γ2| − (p + 1) = p2 members of the set M3(G), and we get, by (5.1),
µ3(G) ≡ 0 (mod p2),
(iii) If m > 5, we use induction on m. If H ∈ Γ1, then µ3(H) ≡ 0
(mod p2), by induction since |H | ≥ p5. If H ∈ Γ2, then µ3(H) ≡ 0 (mod p),
by (i). Substituting this in (5.1), we complete the proof.
Proposition 5.4. Suppose that a p-group G of order > pp+2 is neither
absolutely regular nor of maximal class. If R ⊳ G is of order p, then one of
the following holds:
(a) The number of abelian subgroups of type (p, p) in G, containing R, is
≡ 1 + p + · · · + pp−2 (mod pp−1).
(b) The number of cyclic subgroups of order p2 in G, containing R, is a
multiple of pp−1.
Proof. (a) By Lemma J(b), c1(G) = 1 + p + · · · + pp−1 + app for some
integer a ≥ 0. If L 6= R is a subgroup of order p in G, then RL = R × L
contains exactly p subgroups of order p different of R. We see that exactly
p subgroups of order p, different of R, produce the same abelian subgroup
of type (p, p) containing R. If L1 6∈ RL is of order p, then RL ∩ RL1 = R.
Suppose that the required number equals s. Then ps + 1 = c1(G) so s =
1
p
[c1(G) − 1] = 1 + p + · · · + pp−2 + app−1.
(b) If s is as in (a), then s = 1 + p + · · · + pp−2 + app−1 for some integer
a ≥ 0.
(i) Suppose that G/R is absolutely regular. Since G has a normal sub-
group of order pp and exponent p, we get |Ω1(G/R)| = pp−1 so c1(G/R) =
1 + p + · · · + pp−2. Thus, there are 1 + p + · · · + pp−2 subgroups of order p2
lying between R and G, and exactly 1 + p + · · · + pp−2 + app−1 among them
are noncyclic, by (a). It follows that a = 0 so in our case the desired number
equals 0.
(ii) Let G/R be irregular of maximal class. Then c1(G/R) = 1 + p +
· · · + pp−2 + bpp for some integer b ≥ 0 (Lemma J(j)). Thus, there are 1 +
p + · · · + pp−2 + bpp subgroups of order p2 between R and G, and exactly
1+p+ · · ·+pp−2 +app−1 among them are noncyclic, by (a). In that case, the
desired number is (1 + p + · · ·+ pp−2 + bpp)− (1 + p + · · ·+ pp−2 + app−1) =
(bp − a)pp−1.
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(iii) If G/R is neither absolutely regular nor of maximal class, then
c1(G/R) = 1+ p+ · · ·+ pp−1 + dpp for some integer d ≥ 0 (Lemma J(b)), and
so, by (a), the desired number is (1 + p + · · · + pp−1 + dpp) − (1 + p + · · · +
pp−2 + app−1) = (1 + dp − a)pp−1.
Proposition 5.5. Let n > 1 and suppose that a p-group G is not ab-
solutely regular and cn(G) = p
p−2. Then one and only one of the following
holds:
(a) p = 2, n = 2, G is dihedral.
(b) p = 2, n > 2, G is an arbitrary 2-group of maximal class.
(c) p > 2, n = 2, G is of maximal class and order pp+1 with exactly one
absolutely regular subgroup of index p.
Proof. Groups (a)-(c) satisfy the hypothesis.
If p = 2, then G has exactly one cyclic subgroup of order 2n. In that case,
if n = 2, then G is dihedral, and if n > 2, then G is an arbitrary 2-group of
maximal class (Lemma J(b)).
Now let p > 2; then, by Lemma J(k), G is irregular (otherwise, cn(G) is
a multiple of pp−1 by Lemma J(b)), and so, by Lemma J(j), G is of maximal
class. Assume that |G| > pp+1. Let G1 be the fundamental subgroup of G;







= p(n−1)(p−2) > pp−2,
a contradiction. Now let n = 2 and |G| > pp+1. Then |Ω2(G1)| ≥ pp−1+2 =
pp+1 so c2(G1) ≥
pp+1−pp−1
p(p−1) = p
p−2(p + 1) > pp−2, again a contradiction.
Thus, |G| = pp+1. Then, clearly, G has exactly one absolutely regular sub-
group of index p.
It follows from Proposition 5.5 the following result, essentially due to G.A.
Miller in the case p > 3. Suppose that a p-group G, p > 2, has exactly p cyclic
subgroups of order pn (by Kulakoff’s Theorem, we have n > 1). Then one
of the following holds: (a) G is either abelian of type (pm, p) or ∼= Mpm+1 ,
m ≥ n. (b) p = 3, n = 2, G is a 3-group of maximal class and order 34 with
c1(G) = 1 + 3 + 3
3.
Proposition 5.6. Suppose that an irregular p-group G is neither minimal
nonabelian nor absolutely regular nor of maximal class, |G| = pm > pp+1. Let
all nonabelian members of the set Γ1 be either absolutely regular or of maximal
class. Then one of the following holds:
(a) p = 2, G = DZ(G) is of order 16, |D| = 8.
(b) E = Ω1(G) is elementary abelian of order p
p, G/E is cyclic and CG(E)
is maximal in G.
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Proof. Assume that the set Γ1 has no abelian member. Let R ⊳ G be
abelian of type (p, p); then any maximal subgroup H of G such that R < H ≤
CG(R), must be absolutely regular (in that case, p > 2), and so, by Lemma
J(n), we get |Ω1(G)| = pp. It follows that all members of the set Γ1 containing
Ω1(G), are of maximal class so |G| = p
p+2 whence G, by Remark 3.2, is of
maximal class, contrary to the hypothesis.
Suppose that there are distinct abelian A, B ∈ Γ1. Then A ∩ B = Z(G)
so cl(G) = 2 whence p = 2 since G is irregular. Since G is not minimal
nonabelian, there is D ∈ Γ1 of maximal class. Then |D| = 23 so |G| = 24. By
Lemma J((c), G = DZ(G).
Now let A be the unique abelian member of the set Γ1. If m = 4, then
p = 2 (by hypothesis, m > p + 1). Since G is not of maximal class, we get a
contradiction. Next assume that m > 4.
Assume, in addition, that there is absolutely regular H ∈ Γ1. By Lemma
J(n), G = EH , where E = Ω1(G) is of order p
p and exponent p. By Lemma
J(l), the set Γ1 has no member of maximal class. Then all members of the set
Γ1, containing Ω1(G), are abelian. If G/Ω1(G) is cyclic, then CG(Ω1(G)) ∈
Γ1, and we get case (b). Now assume that G/Ω1(G) is noncyclic. Then
cl(G) = 2 so p = 2 since G is irregular. Since G has a cyclic subgroup of
index 2, we conclude that G ∼= M2n is minimal nonabelian, contrary to the
hypothesis.
Now let all nonabelian members of the set Γ1 are of maximal class. Then
µm−1(G) ≡ 0 (mod p2) (Lemma J(i)) and, since the set Γ1 has exactly one
abelian member, we get |Γ1| ≡ 1 (mod p2), a contradiction.
6. Nonabelian 2-groups of order 2n and exponent > 2 with
maximal number of involutions
In this section we find all G of order 2n and exponent > 2 with maximal
possible number of involutions (= c1(G)). We use the following fact. If G is
of order 24 and exponent > 2, then c1(G) ≤ 11 with equality if and only if
G ∼= D8 × C2 [Ber5, §16].
To clear up our path, we consider the following
Example 6.1. Let G be a group of order 25 and exponent > 2. We claim
that then c1(G) ≤ 23 with equality if and only if G ∼= D8×E4. Indeed, assume
that c1(G) > 23. Then c1(G) = 27 (Lemma J(b)). In that case, G has exactly
4 elements of composite orders. It follows that exp(G) = 4 and c2(G) = 2
(indeed, if G has a cyclic subgroup of order 8, it is unique so G is of maximal
class, and then c1(G) ≤ 17). We get a contradiction with [Ber4, Theorem
2.4]. Now assume that c1(G) = 23. Using Frobenius-Schur formula for c1(G),
we get |G′| = 2 and cd(G) = {χ(1) | χ ∈ Irr(G)} = {1, 2} so G is not
extraspecial (if G is extraspecial, then c1(G) ∈ {11, 19}). If G/G′ 6∼= E24 and
H/G′ = Ω1(G/G
′), then all involutions of G lie in H so c1(G) ≤ |H |−1 ≤ 15.
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Thus, G/G′ ∼= E24 . Since |G/Z(G)| = 2
2k for positive integer k, we get
k = 1 or 2. Since G is not extraspecial, k 6= 2. Thus, G/Z(G) ∼= E4.
Let Hi/Z(G), i = 1, 2, 3, be all subgroups of order 2 in G/Z(G). We have
23 = c1(G) =
∑3
i=1 c1(Hi)−2c1(Z(G)). Since d(G) = 4, Z(G) is noncyclic. If
Z(G) is abelian of type (4, 2), then c1(Hi) ≤ 7, i = 1, 2, 3, and, by the formula
for c1(G), we get c1(G) ≤ 7 · 3 − 2 · 3 = 15 < 23. Now let Z(G) ∼= E23 . Let
A < G be minimal nonabelian. Since G′ = A′, G/G′ ∼= E24 and d(A) = 2,
we get |A| = 23. We have Z(G) = (A ∩ Z(G)) × E, where E ∼= E4. Then
G = A × E. It follows from 24 = 1 + c1(G) = (1 + c1(A))(1 + c1(E)) that
c1(A) = 5 so A ∼= D8.
Theorem 6.2. If G is a group of order 2m, m > 2 and G 6∼= E2m , then
c1(G) ≤ 3 · 2m−2 − 1 with equality if and only if G ∼= D8 × E2m−3 .
Proof. As we have noticed, the theorem is true for m = 4, 5. By
Frobenius-Schur formula [BZ, Lemmas 4.11, 4.18],
1 + c1(G) ≤
∑
χ∈Irr(G)
χ(1) ≤ |G : G′| +









|G : G′| ≤ 2m−1 + 2m−2 = 3 · 2m−2.
Indeed, the contribution of one irreducible character χ of degree 2k > 2 in the
sum
∑
χ∈Irr(G) χ(1) equals 2
k, on the other hand, the contribution of 22k−2
irreducible characters of degree 2 equals 22k−1 > 2k (the sum of squares of
degrees of those characters is 22 · 22k−2 = (2k)2 = χ(1)2).
Now suppose that c1(G) = 3 · 2m−2− 1. The same argument as in Exam-
ple 6.1, shows that then cd(G) = {1, 2}, |G′| = 2 and every irreducible char-
acter of G is afforded by a real representation. It follows that exp(G/G′) = 2.
We have |Irr(G)| = 2m−1 + 2
m−2m−1
22 = 2
m−1 + 2m−3 = 5 · 2m−3. Let




Since |Irr(G)| = k(G), we get 5 · 2m−3 = |Irr(G)| = k(G) = 2m−1 + 2s−1,
or 2m−3 = 2s−1 so s = m − 2. Thus, |G : Z(G)| = 4. If A is a min-
imal nonabelian subgroup of G, then, as in Example 6.1, |A| = 8 and
G = AZ(G) so G/A ∼= E2m−3 . Assume that exp(Z(G)) = 4. Then c1(AC) = 7,
where C is a cyclic subgroup of order 4 in Z(G) [BJ1, Appendix 16]. In
that case, G = (AC) × E, where E2m−4 ∼= E < Z(G). Then, however,
c1(G) = 8 · 2m−4 − 1 = 2 · 2m−2 − 1 < 3 · 2m−2 − 1, a contradiction.
Thus, exp(Z(G)) = 2 and G = A × E, where E ∼= E2m−3 . If A ∼= Q8,
then c1(G) = 2
m−2 − 1 < 3 · 2m−2 − 1, a contradiction. Thus, A ∼= D8; then
c1(G) = 3 · 2m−2 − 1.
7. p-groups close to Dedekindian
Here we prove the following
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Theorem 7.1. Let G be a nonabelian p-group of order > p3 and exponent
> p > 2, all of whose nonnormal abelian subgroups are cyclic of the same order
pξ. Then |G′| = p and one and only one of the following holds:
(a) ξ = 1. In that case, one of the following assertions is true:
(1a) G = Z ∗G0, where Z is cyclic and G0 is nonabelian of order p3
and exponent p, Z ∩ G0 = Z(G0).
(2a) G ∼= Mpn .




= 1, ab = ap
m−1
〉 is a metacyclic minimal
nonabelian group, 1 < ξ ≤ m.
Proof. Let A < G be nonnormal cyclic; then |A| = pξ and A is a
maximal cyclic subgroup of G.
Let U = Ω1(Z(G)) and assume that |U | > p2. Then AU is abelian and
noncyclic so AU ⊳ G. Let B/A and C/A be distinct subgroups of order p in
AU/A. Then B and C are normal in G since they are abelian and noncyclic
so A = B ∩ C ⊳ G, contrary to the choice of A. Thus, |U | ≤ p2.
(a) Let ξ = 1. Then all cyclic subgroups of composite orders are normal
in G. By [Ber1, Proposition 11.1 and Supplement to Proposition 11.1 and
Theorem 11.3], |G′| = p and Φ(G) is cyclic. In that case, cl(G) = 2 so G
is regular. Let M < G be nonabelian; then M ′ = G′ so M ⊳ G. Thus, all
subgroups of composite orders are normal in G so G is as stated in (a), by
Passman’s Theorem [Pas, Theorem 2.4]. It is easy to check that groups of (a)
satisfy the hypothesis.
(b) Now let ξ > 1. Then U = Ω1(G) ≤ Z(G) and |U | = p2, by the
above, so G has no subgroup ∼= Ep3 . Since G is regular, we get |G/℧1(G)| =
|Ω1(G)| = p2 so, by Lemma J(r), G is metacyclic. If L/U < G/U is cyclic,
then L is noncyclic abelian so L ⊳ G. Thus, G/U is abelian since p > 2 so
G′ ≤ U ∼= Ep2 hence |G





= 1, ab = a1+p
m−1
〉 is minimal nonabelian [BJ2, Lemma 3.2(a)]; note that
o(b) = pξ since 〈b〉 is not normal in G. We have to show that G satisfies the
hypothesis if and only if ξ ≤ m.
Let H < G be nonnormal cyclic. Then H ∩ G′ = {1} so H ∩ 〈a〉 = {1}.
It follows that H is isomorphic to a subgroup of the group G/〈a〉 so H is
cyclic of order ≤ pξ. Assume that ξ > m. Then the cyclic subgroup 〈abp
ξ−m
〉
is nonnormal and has order pm < pξ, a contradiction. Thus, ξ ≤ m. Since
Ωξ−1(G) ≤ Z(G), all subgroups of G of order < pξ lie in Z(G) so G-invariant,
and G satisfies the hypothesis.
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8. On the number of cyclic subgroups of order pk > p2 in a
p-group
If a p-group G is neither absolutely regular nor of maximal class and
k > 1, then ck(G) ≡ 0 (mod pp−1). Below we prove that if k > 2, then, as a
rule, ck(G) ≡ 0 (mod pp) [Ber6].
Definition 8.1. Let s be a positive integer. A p-group G is said to be
an Ls-group if Ω1(G) is of order p
s and exponent p and G/Ω1(G) is cyclic of
order > p.
Definition 8.2. A 2-group G is said to be a U2-group if it contains a
normal subgroup R ∼= E4 (a kernel of G) such that G/R is of maximal class
and, if T/R is a cyclic subgroup of index 2 in G/R, then Ω1(T ) = R.
It is easy to show that a U2-group has only one kernel.
Remark 8.3. Let G be a U2-group of order 2
m with kernel R ∼= E4.
Let T/R be a cyclic subgroup of index 2 in G/R. Then, if k > 3, we have
ck(G) = ck(T ) = 2. Now let k = 3. Set |G/R| = 2n+1, where n+1 = m−2. If
G/R is dihedral, then all elements in G−T have order ≤ 4 so c3(G) = c3(T ) =
2. Let G/R ∼= Q2n+1 , n ≥ 2. Then all elements in G − T have order 8 so
c3(G) = c3(T )+
|G−T |
ϕ(8) = 2+2
n ≡ 2 (mod 4). Now let G/R ∼= SD2n+1 , n ≥ 3.
Let M/R ∼= Q2n be maximal in G/R. Then c3(G) = c3(M) = 2 + 2n−1 ≡ 2
(mod 4) since n ≥ 3.
Remark 8.4. Let G be a 2-group and let H ∈ Γ1 be of maximal class.
Then H has a G-invariant cyclic subgroup T of index 2. We claim that
T is contained in exactly two subgroups of maximal class and order 2|T |.
One may assume that G has no cyclic subgroup of index 2 (otherwise, G
is of maximal class, by Lemma J(m), T = Φ(G), and we are done). Now
assume that G is not of maximal class. Let U < T be of index 4. Since
H/U is nonabelian, G/U is not metacyclic. Indeed, otherwise exp(G/U) = 8
[Ber1, Remark 1.3] so G/U has a cyclic subgroup F/U of index 2. Since
U < Φ(T ) ≤ Φ(F ), it follows that F is cyclic, a contradiction. In particular,
G/T ∼= E4. Let H/T = H1/T, H2/T, H3/T be three distinct subgroups of
G/T of order 2. Since G/U has an abelian subgroup of index 2, one may
assume that H3/U is abelian. It remains to show that H2 is of maximal class.
Since T/U 6≤ Z(G/U), it follows that H2/T is nonabelian. Since H2 has a
cyclic subgroup T of index 2, it follows that H2 is of maximal class (Lemma
J(m)).
I am indebted to Zvonimir Janko drawing my attention to an inaccuracy
in the first proof of part (iv) of the following
Theorem 8.5. If an irregular p-group G is not of maximal class, k > 2,
then ck(G) ≡ 0 (mod pp), unless G is an Lp- or U2-group.
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Proof. Suppose that G is neither an Lp- or U2-group (for these G we
have ck(G) ≡ pp−1 (mod pp); for Lp-groups this is trivial, for U2-groups this
is proved in Remark 8.3). We proceed by induction on |G|. By Lemma J(a), G
has a normal subgroup R of order pp and exponent p. If G/R is cyclic and G
is not an Lp-group, then Ω1(G) is of order p
p+1 and exponent p (Remark 1.1)
and ck(G) = p
p. In what follows we assume that G/R is not cyclic. Then
G/R contains a normal subgroup T/R such that G/T is abelian of type (p, p).




ck(Hi) − pck(T ).
One may assume that exp(G) ≥ pk. We claim that ck(T ) ≡ 0 (mod pp−1).
Assume that this is false; then exp(T ) ≥ pk > p2. In that case, T is irregular
of maximal class (Lemma J(b)) and, since R < T (Lemma J(b)), we get
|T | = pp+1 (Lemma J(f)); then exp(T ) = p2 < pk, a contradiction. It follows




ck(Hi) ≡ 0 (mod p
p).
Assume that (8.2) is not true. Then pp does not divide some ck(Hi). We
may assume that i = 1. By induction, H1 is one of the following groups: (i) an
absolutely regular p-group; (ii) a p-group of maximal class, (iii) an Lp-group,
(iv) a U2-group. We must consider these four possibilities separately. Since
R < H1 and k > 2, possibilities (i) and (ii) do not hold (Lemma J(f)). It
remains to consider possibilities (iii) and (iv).
(iii) Suppose that H1 is an Lp-group; then Ω1(H1) = R. It follows from
Lemma J(m) that exactly p groups among H1/R, . . . , Hp+1/R are cyclic, un-
less p=2 and G/R is of maximal class. First suppose that H1/R, . . . , Hp/R
are cyclic and Hp+1/R is noncyclic; then Hp+1/R is abelian of type (p
n, p).
Since k > 2, K/R := Ω1(H1/R) ≤ Φ(G/R) < Hi/R so R = Ω1(H1) =
Ω1(K) = Ω1(Hi), and we conclude, that Hi is an Lp-group for all i = 2, . . . , p.
It follows, for the same i, that ck(Hi) = p
p−1. Since a U2-group has only
one kernel, Hp+1 is not a U2-group. Therefore, by induction, ck(Hp+1) ≡ 0
(mod pp) so (8.2) is true. Now suppose that p = 2 and G/R is of maximal
class. Since Ω1(H1) = R and H1/R is a cyclic subgroup of index 2 in G/R,
we conclude that G/R is a U2-group, contrary to the assumption.
(iv) Now suppose that H1 is a U2-group; then p = 2. Since G is not
a U2-group, we conclude that G/R is not of maximal class (otherwise, G/R
has a cyclic subgroup, say Z/R, of index 2; then, as in (iii), Ω1(Z) = R so
G is a U2-group). Let T/R be a G-invariant cyclic subgroup of index 2 in
H1/R and H1/T, H2/T, H3/T be all subgroups of order 2 in G/T (note that
G/T is noncyclic, by Theorem 3.1, since G/R is not of maximal class). By
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Remark 8.4, one may assume that H2/R is of maximal class and H3/R is
not of maximal class. It follows from Ω1(T ) = R (indeed, T < H1) that H2
is a U2-subgroup. Clearly, H3 is neither an L2-subgroup since G/R has no
cyclic subgroup of index 2 nor U2-group. We have, by induction, ck(H3) ≡ 0
(mod 4). Since ck(Hi) ≡ 2 (mod 4) (i = 1, 2), by Remark 8.3, we get ck(G) ≡
ck(H1) + ck(H2) + ck(H3) ≡ 2 + 2 + 0 ≡ 0 (mod 4), so (8.2) is true.
Janko [Jan2] has classified the 2-groups G with ck(G) = 4, k > 2. The
proof of this boundary result, which is fairly involved, shows that the assertion
of Theorem 8.5 is very strong.
If G be a group of exponent pe, then




Theorem 8.5 and (8.3) imply the following
Corollary 8.6. Suppose that an irregular p-group G is not of maximal
class and |G| > pp+1. Then 1+(p−1)c1(G)+p(p−1)c2(G) ≡ 0 (mod pp+2),
unless G is an Lp or U2-group.
Indeed, if i > 2, then ϕ(pi)ci(G) is divisible by p
i−1 · pp ≥ pp+2 (Theo-
rem 8.5).
Proposition 8.7. For a p-group G of order pn+2, n > 1, the following
conditions are equivalent:
(a) cl(G) = n and d(G) = 3.
(b) G is not of maximal class but contains a subgroup of maximal class
and index p.
Proof. (a) ⇒ (b): By hypothesis, indices of the lower central series of
G are p3, p, . . . , p. Therefore, K = K3(G) = [G, G, G] has index p in G
′.
Since G/K is of class 2 and order p4 = p1+3, it is not extraspecial so that
|Z(G/K)| = p2. Set η(G)/K = Z(G/K); then |η(G)/K| = p2. Let H/K
be a minimal nonabelian subgroup of G/K (recall that d(G/K) = 3 and the
rank of minimal nonabelian p-groups equals 2). Then G = Hη(G) so, by
Blackburn’s Theorem [Ber2, Theorem 1.40], cl(H) = cl(G) = n and, since
|H | = pn+1, we conclude that H is of maximal class.
(b) ⇒ (a): By Lemma J(h), G contains exactly p2 subgroups of maximal
class and index p so d(G) = 3. Set |G| = pn+2. Since n = cl(H) ≤ cl(G) ≤ n,
we get cl(G) = n, completing the proof of (a).
Using Proposition 8.7, it is easy to classify the 2-groups G of order 2n+2
such that cl(G) = n and d(G) = 3 (see also [Jam]).
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9. Problems
Here we formulate some related problems. In what follows G is a p-group.
1. Classify the p-groups, p > 2, containing exactly one noncyclic abelian
subgroup of order (p2, p).
2. Let d(G) > 3 and 2 < i < d(G). Is it true that the number of irregular
members of maximal class in the set Γi is a multiple of p (see Theorem 3.12)?
3. Let H < G be irregular and Ω1(G) 6≤ H . Suppose that for each
element x ∈ G−H of order p, the subgroup 〈x, H〉 is of maximal class. Study
the structure of G. (See Remark 3.2.)
4. It follows from Blackburn’s theory of p-groups of maximal class [Bla1]
that if a p-group G has no nonabelian subgroup of order p3, then the coclass
of G is > 1. Estimate the coclass of such groups.
5. Study the p-groups without normal cyclic subgroup of order p2. 1
6. Classify the p-groups of exponent p, whose 2-generator subgroups have
orders ≤ p3.
7. Let R be a subgroup of order p2 of a p-group G. Suppose that there is
only one maximal chain connecting R with G. Describe the structure of G.
8. Study the p-groups G with ep(G) = 2p + 1.
9. Let G be a group of Theorem 1.5(b). Study the structure of G/Ω1(G).
10. Let G be a Dp-group. Describe the members of the set Γ1 (see
Theorem 3.24).
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